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DISCLAIMER 
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
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EMERGENCY ACTIONS 

HOW TO REPORT AN EMERGENCY 

Any emergency can be reported via any Laboratory telephone. DIAL 5333 

(3333 on campus). It is important to identify yourself and give as much per

tinent inforrriation as you have. Be specific and accurate in your report on 

· the nature of the emergency (gas leak, personal injury, fire, radioactive 

spill, etc.), 

· the location of the emergency, 

· the severity of the 'situation, and 

· presence of contributing or potential hazards. 

FIRE 

Actuate the nearest fire call box ~r DIAL 5333 (3333 on campus) or 

both. Use portable fire extinguishers if you or others can control the fire 

without danger. 

Listen for the PA announcement (on the Hill) to confirm that your 

message has been received correctly. Code 10-10 indicates fire. 

Someone should be prepared to tell the re sponding firemen exactly 

where the fire is .. Response will be to the fire call box if it was used. 

Assist the firemen if asked to. 

INJU RY OR ILLNESS 

DIAL 5333 (3333 on campus) and report the circumstances as indicated 

above. (If breathing has stopped apply mouth-to -mouth re suscitation 

immediately and have another person call for assistance.) If you cannot 

get to a telephone, actuate the nearest fire call box. 

Listen for the PA announcement (on the Hill) to confirm that your 

message has been received correctly. Code 4 indicates injury. 

Apply first aid (see page iii). If you or others on the scene have 

had Red Cross training, use this knowledge. Make the injured person com

fortable, but remember exce s sive movement may aggravate the injury. 
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Answer que stions by the re sponding firemen or ambulance attendants. 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

DIAL 5333 immediately to report escape of hazardous quantities of 

toxic, corrosive, or combustible materials, including liquid spills and 

gas leaks. Code LG indicates leaking gas . 
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+ FIRST AID AT A GLANCE 
KEEP THE INJURED PERSON LYING DOWN 

AILMENT 

SEVERE 
BLEEDING 

HEART 
STOPPAGE 

STOPPAGE OF 
BREATHING 

POISONS 

SHOCK 

HEART ATTACK 

ACUTE ANXIETY, 
NERVOUSNESS 

BROKEN BONES 

BURNS 

EYE INJURIES 

UNCONSCIOUS 

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 

Much spilled blood, blood 
comes in spurts. 

Absent pulse and heart beat, 
dilated pupils. 

Visual inspection shows no 
breathing 

Abdominal pain, convulsions, 
vomiting, often deep sleep 
(coma), burn around the lips 

Skin is pale and moist. 
Breathing shallow and irreg
ular. Pulse weak and rapid 

Anxiety. May have shock 
symptons, difficulty in 
breathing, bluish discolor 
ation. 

Irrational or violent 
behavior. 

Pain, swelling, tenderness, 
deformity 

Skin is: 
Red-1 st Degree 
Blistered-2nd Degree 
Charred-3rd Degree 

Discomfort, irritation 

Unresponsive 

FIRST AID 

Use direct pressure on wound using clean, preferably sterile 
compress. Elevate bleeding extremity. Use arterial pressure 
point or tourniquet if direct pressure-elevation is ineffective. 
Call 5333. 

Patient preferably on flat hard surface. Place the heel 
of hand over the lower third of breast bone with 
second hand on top, see diagram. Apply very firm 
pressure verticalty downward toward the spine approx
imately 1'h to 2 inches and release about sixty times a 
minute. 
Continue 6 compressions followed by 1 ventilation (below). 
Continue until medical assistance is available. Have someone 
call 5333. (Campus 3333) 

Tilt Head Back 
and Lift Jaw. 

Fully Extend Head to 
Open Air Passages. 

DILUTE IF SWALLOWED 

Check the poison container for antidote. If none, for most cases dilute 
the poison with large quantities of water and induce vomiting. If poi
son is acid, alkali, kerosene, give vegetable oil or egg white. Do not in
duce vomiting. Call 5333. (Campus 3333) 

WRAP WITH BLANKET 

Keep in lying down position; head turned to one side in case of 
vomiting. Administer water if conscious. Nothing if unconscious. Keep 
victim from becoming chilled, but do not apply heat due to the danger 
of burns. Call 5333. (Campus 3333) 

KEEP QUIET 

Generally make patient comfortable. Patient may prefer to sit to 
alleviate pain. Call 5333. (Campus 3333) 

DO NOT .LEAVE PATIENT 
Reassure him. Have someone call Medical Services, 5533. 

KEEP FROM MOVING 

Pinch Nostrils 
and Blow Thru 
Mouth 10 to 12 
times per minute: 
Have someone 
call 5333 

(Campus 3333) 

Keep injured part quiet to prevent further damage and to lessen pain. ~~ 
Treat for shock. Call 5333. (Campus 3333) ~ __ _ 

COVER WITH THICK LAYERS OF CLOTH ~ 

Keep clean and cover with thick sterile pads to prevent air from reach- ~\
ing burn. Treat for shock. Unbroken skin, use ice water. Report to Bldg. 26. 

COVER WITH GAUZE PAD 

If chemical splash, irrigate with running water for 15 minutes. 
Report to Bldg. 26 for treatment. 

DO NOT GIVE LIQUIDS 

Keep victim warm and lying down, head turned to one side. 
Call 5333. (Campus 3333) 
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PREFACE 

This Health and Safety Guide has been prepared by the Health Physics, 

Medical Services, and Safety Services Departments in cooperation with the 

Associate Director for Support of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Berkeley. The main purpose of this Guide is to help employees to recognize 

and solve health and safety problems before the problems can lead to acci

dents or injury. The fields of competence and responsibility of the three 

health and safety departments are described to direct those needing help 

to the proper department. Typical examples of recommended health and 

safety practice s and general safety information have been included. An 

indexed bibliography offers supplementary information in health and safety 

subjects, and guidance to the codes and regulations required under our 

AEC contract. The Safety Clause of our contract is included in Section 13 

of this Guide. 

Acknowledgment should be made and thanks extended to all who con

.tributed sugge stions, material, and critical review to the effort repre sented 

here. Encouragement is extended to these and others who will, by their 

continuing efforts, further refine and update this Guide. Special thanks 

are expressed to members of .the Technical Information Division and 

Graphic Arts . 
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LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION POLICY 

Safety is a primary concern in all Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

operations and is a direct responsibility of Laboratory management. 

There is no justification for unsafe job performance. Everyreasonq.ble 

precaution in the performance of work must be taken to protect the Health 

and Safety of employees and of the public, and to minimize danger from 

all hazards to life and property. 

To control hazards the Laboratory policy is to 

· Follow applicable standards incorporated in our AEC contract and 

develop additional safety practice s where, owing to the re search and de

velopment character of our operations, no standards exist or existing 

one s are inapplicable. 

· Stimulate the interest of supervisors and all employees in health, 

safety, and fire preventive and protective measures, and assure their 

participation in these measures. 

· Consider the interaction of health, fire, and safety problems of the 

Laboratory with adjacent communities. 

· Actively support health, safety, and fire hazard control groups and 

those committees engaged in review of preventive measures and their 

effec ti vene s s. 

Edwin M. McMillan, Director 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES 

SUPERVISION 

Each supervisor at the Laboratory is re sponsible for establishing and 

maintaining safe and healthful work areas and work practices for each 

employee under his supervision. 

EMPLOYEES 

Each Laboratory employee, visitor, or any other person performing 

work at the Laboratory is responsible for performance of his duties and 

as signments in a re sponsible, safe manner. Each worker must bring to 

the attention of his supervisor any unsafe conditions, and should under no 

circumstance s knowingly perform his work in an unsafe manner. 

SAFETY SUPPORT ORGANIZATION 

The Laboratory health, safety, and fire organizations are responsible 

for providing: 

Advisory planning in accident prevention, including 

monitoring of the employee's environment, 

programs for health and safety education, and 

evaluation of program adequacy. 

Technical support necessary to implement the above activities. 

Facilities and personnel to respond to emergencies and situations 

considered dangerous to employees . 

. General assistance to Laboratory programs in fields of technical 

competence not necessarily related directly to health and safety. 

~~~,9u~ 
Edwin M. McMillan, Director 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
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GE N ERA LIN T ROD U C T ION 

Health and Safety Role 

, The Health Physics, the Medical Services, and the Safety Services 

Departments have the common objective of making the Laboratory and 

environs free from hazard to employees and to the public iIi general. 

Importance of Accident Prevention 

Accidents injure people and cost money, yet most accidents are pre

ventable' and preventable accidents are a waste of human effort and mate

rial that we cannot afford or accept. Paid leave does not remove the pain 

of the injury', and -the total cost':' -both direct and indirect- .,.of lost time and 

material is a permanent loss to our research productivity. To reduce this 

loss, safety planning must be an integral part of each Laboratory operation. 

If our safety pl'anning is insufficient and an accident or near-accident occurs, 

we must find ways to avoid repetition. The injury you prevent maybe your 

own. 

THE LABORATORY HEALTH AND SAFETY ORGANIZATION 

The organization consists primarily of three departments (Health 

Physics, Medical Service s, and Safety Services) and several Safety com

mittees. To understand how these function and how they relate to the Lab

oratory operation, it is helpful to review their beginnings in the late forties. 

At that time the Laboratory consisted of three divisions - -Physic s, Biology 

and Medicine,and Nuclear Chemistry. The Physics Division, in addition 

to its research, was responsible for developing and operatIng the Labora

tory particle accelerators. Obviously the Physics Division was particularly 

concerned with the control of exposure to accelerator -produced radiation . 

The Nuclear Chemistry Division was primarily studying radioisotopes and 

was concerned about the safe handling, containment, and disposal of these 

isotope s. The Biomedical Division (Donner Laboratory) was concerned 

largely with the biological effects of radiation and with tracer techniques. 

It is quite natural, then, that in 1947 Professor Lawrence expanded 

and reorganized the Health Physics department into a team consisting ~f 
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three groups: Health Physics, Health Chemistry, and Medical Services. 

Each group was under the wing of the corresponding Laboratory division 

and was charged with the as sociated safety functions. 

Health Physics, in close cooperation with the physicists, was respon

sible for radiation shielding, controlled acce s s to radiation areas, and 

monitoring th~ radiation received by per sonnel. 

Health Chemistry, in cooperation with the chemists, was responsible 

for developing equipment, containers, and technique s for the safe handling, 

transporting, and disposal of radioisotope s. 

Medical Services, in conjunction with Donner personnel, was respon

sible not only for the usual first aid and medical surveillance, but especially 

for careful attention to any possible individual or group biological effects of 

radiation exposure. 

This close working relationship between the health and safety groups 

and their corresponding research divisions was very helpful in providing 

responsive, viable, and effective safety support in the research areas, 

and has continued so through the years. This has been especially true 

where safety requirements pose stringent boundary conditions on a par

ticular experiment. 

As the Laboratory grew In size and complexity the se three health and 

safety groups expanded to give the required additional support.· Health 

Chemistry grew the most, adding fire safety, industrial safety, and indus

trial hygiene and toxicology; it has recently been renamed Safety Services. 

Through the year s the wisdom of this close working relationship with the 

as sociated re search divisions has been constantly demonstrated, and is 

one of the main reasons why our safety groups have been so effective, 

even though the groups have been small. 

The line of re sponsibility for the se groups IS dual. All three groups 

report administratively to Elmer L. Kelly, who is also responsible for 

their coordination and is the official channel for communication with the 

AEC. At the same time the close relationship and re sponsibility to the 

research divisions has been maintained: Dr. John Lawrence continues 

his supervision of the Medical Services program, Dr. B. J. Moyer keeps 

in close touch with the Health Physic s program, and Dr. 1. Perlman fol

lows closely the Health Chemistry part of Sa~ety Services. In.this way 

. 
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the research divisions have control of the safety support program without 

the burden of all the administration. 

COMMITTEES 

In addition to the three health and safety departments the Laboratory 

has several safety committees of which two should be described here. 

Hazardous -Equipment Safety Review Committee 

Membership 

David L. Judd, chairman, 

. O. Chamberlain, W. D. Hartsough, H. P. Hernandez, L. T. Kerth, 

R. Muller, E. McLaughlin, A. Newton, and J. Vale. 

Functioris 

To advise the Laboratory Director regarding safety policy and standards, 

with particular emphasis. on hazardous experimental equipment. 

To review standards for the design and testing of hazardous research 

equipme-nt. 

To act as an appeal committee and consider requests for variance from 

standard or establish~d practice. It may prescribe special precautions or 

procedures in such cases. 

_ Engineering Safety Committee 

Membership 

H. P. Hernandez, chairman, 

G. Behrsing, R. Byrns, W. Chamberlain, E. F. McLaughlin, and 

A. J. Shand . 

Functions 

To review and approve (or disapprove) the de sign, fabrication, handling, 

testing, operation procedures, and emergency procedures of all pressure and 

vacuum equipment contailll.ing flammable or cryogenic fluids. 
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To develop standards of de sign for hazardous equipment. 

To review experimental setups where unusual arrangements of equip

ment re sult in a potential hazard. 

Special Problems 

Administrative matters not resolved by the safety committees and 

safety organizations may be sent to a special committee compose-d of 

R. P. Connell, E. L. Kelly, and R. L. Thornton. 

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 

This publication is designed for reading from cover to cover. How

ever, not all employees may be involved in all the operations covered. 

The following selected readings may help to emphasize the subjects with 

which everyone should be familiar. Certain employee scan skip- some 

sections if direct information is not needed. 

Emergencies 

A fire emergency is handled by the Fire Department. An injury or 

illness may, if sufficiently severe, be handled by the Fire and Medical 

Services Departments; the Security Department serves as communications 

relay in either case. Extension 5333 (3333 on campus), or a fire call box, 

sets things in motion--but read the following to learn about your responsi

bilities and the help to be expected. 

· Acquaint yourself with Emergency Actions, the red-tabbed section, 

pages i through iii. 

· Read the section on Fire Safety (Section 10). This introduces you to 

the systems designed for your protection, and emphasizes the need for 

your cooperation with the Fire Department and emergency coordinators. 

· Read the section on Emergencies and First Aid (Section 4) to learn 

about this aspect of Medical Services. 

Health and Safety Responsibilities 

· On page vi discover your part as employee or supervisor and Safety 

Support's part as your helper. 

.. 
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. Read the introduction to each of the health and safety sections. 

When accidents do occur, we should learn froIT1 theIT1 how to prevent 

recurrences. Recording and analyzing accidents is one way to increase 

our accident prevention knowledge. Success in a health and safety pro

graIT1 cannot be IT1easured by the nUIT1ber of accidents prevented but by 

how close we COIT1e to a zero accident record. 

Accident Recording 
.. 

. Recording of everyday types of accidents is covered in Industrial Safety 

on pages 11-3 and 11-4. 

Vehicle accident recording is covered on pages 11-5 and 11-6. 

Radiation incidents ar~ covered on pages 9 -6 and 9-7. 

Sectioris Related to Special Work Situations 

Not everyone IT1ust concern hiIT1self with exposure to radiation and to 

toxic or corrosive particulates and gases, b~t those eIT1ployees whoIT1ay 

be exposed to these agents should becoIT1e faIT1iliar with the recoIT1IT1ended 

hazard control IT1ethods. 

Radiation -Safety 

Accelerator (Machine) Radiation Safety is covered in Health Physic s on 

pages 6-1 and 6-2, including data on IT1axiIT1uIT1 perIT1issible exposures to 

penetrating radiation and a sUIT1IT1ary of radiation safety responsibilities. 

Personnel Monitoring follows on pages 7"'-1 thr.ough7-5, and includes a 

. table of natural radiation sources (Table III). PerIT1issible exposures to 

radioactivity are discussed on pages 6-3 through 6-9 and 9-5 and 9-6. 

Radioisotope Control (pages 9-1 through 9-5) describes assistance avail

able froIT1 Safety Services for IT1iniIT1izing hazards associated with the use 

of radioactive eleIT1ents. 

Bioassay PrograIT1 (pages 3 -4 and 4-2) is a IT1edical service to IT1onitor 

exposure to radiation and radioisotopes by radiocheIT1ical analysis ,of 

speciIT1ens froIT1 eIT1ployees. 
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Environmental Factors and Stresses 

The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section has a variety of pro

grams for recognition, evaluation, and control of potential occupational 

health hazards. These are listed on pages 12 -2 and 12 -3. Some pro

grams pre sently included in this guide are: 

· Beryllium, an example of handling a material exhibiting high toxicity 

when breathed as a dust (page 12 -3). 

· Personal Half-Mask Respirators, an example of the services available 

to prescribe and fit protective devices (page 12-5). 

· Compressed Gases, an example of control of hazardous materials, 

making certain employees have safety knowledge and protective equipment 

in advance of the operations with the se materials (page 12 -6). 

Additions to the Guide 

Some Laboratory groups or departments may generate specific guides 

or rules pertaining to their own operations. The health and safety organi

zation would be pleased to help in generating these guides and arranging 

for distribution of copies to other groups having similar problems. Cer

tain hazard control instructions (generated by one or more of the health 

and safety departments or sections) may have widespread enough applica

tions to be distributed to all guide holders. 

Safety News items that have lasting value are indexed (according to the 

categories in this guide) for permanent retention in the appropriate sections 

of the guide. This loose -leaf binder should serve also as your safety file. 

Safety Service s indicates what is to be deleted when outdated material is 

superseded by a new release. Be on the lookout for information useful to 

you and to others that may be added to this guide. Suggestions may be 

telephoned to the Safety Service s office, Ext. 5735. 



• 
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MEDICAL SERVICES 

INTRODUCTION 

. Health and Safety Role 

Since 1948 a program of occupational health has been maintained at 

the Berkeley facilitie s, with emphasis on special probl~ms peculiar to the 

Laboratory's resea·rch activities. Preplacement, periodic, and special 

examinations are conducted and emergency services are provided at the 

level of a community hospital emergency ward. In addition, decontamina

tion facilities and radiological accident preparedness are maintained. 
, 

The mental and physical well-being of an employee, visiting scientist, 

or gue st is not the sole re sponsibility of the Laboratory management, but 

must be the joint effort of the patient-employee, his private physician, and 

the Laboratory's health and safety staff. However, in the areas of radia

tion exposure or contamination, the Laboratory does take a major role in 

prevention, diagnosis, and--where required--treatment. In addition, po

tential occupational exposure s to hazardous situations or agents will be in

vestigated on a continuing basis by the Medical Department in cooperation 

with Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, Industrial Safety Engineering, and 

other divisions of Safety Service s. 

Activities of preventive medicine fluctuate in emphasis from year to 

year to meet the necessities of the community and of the University, and 

requirements for radiological safety. 

Diagnosis and treatment of nonoccupational illness or injury is limited 

to minor first aid, emergencies, and special situations for which treatment 

is in the best interest of the Laboratory, the patient-employee, and his 

private physician. 

Medical Services and Personnel Department share with the supervisor 

responsibility for appropriate placement of employees, with the objective 

of attaining the best balance of Laboratory need, physical and mental atti

tudes of the employee, and tranquility of the community. A close liaison 

between the employee and his personal physician is considered of para

mount importance in attaining a high degree of individualized medical care 

for the employee throughout his career. A doctor-patient privileged

information standard is adhered to, and sugge stions or re strictions made 
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by the department are in the best interest of the employee's medical status. 

Strong emphasis is placed on rehabilitation of the occupationally ill and 

injured through community medical services and physicians. 

Facilitie s 

The physical plant consists of Building 26, with space for medical ser

vices, bioassay laboratory, special examining room, and Industrial Hygiene 

and Toxicology (Safety Services). The medical services facilities include a 

first aid room, clerical and filing space, two examination rooms, three 

doctor's offices, x-ray and dark room, lavatories, a two-bed holding ward, 

a decontamination room, and a clinical pathology laboratory. The Medical 

Department is equipped to function on the same basis as a hospital emer

gency room, with the added facilities for routine physical examinations and 

decontamination area. 

A large decontamination room with provision for containment of radio

nuclides during personnel ¢lecontamination procedures is an integral part 

of the medical facility. The decontamination room provides ample space 

for effecting a broad spectrum of decontamination procedures and emer

gency primary aid. 

Personnel 

The medical facility is under the guidance of two physicians, both 

available to respond to medical and other personnel emergencies. An ad

ministrative assistant and two clerical staff members oversee scheduling 

and medical data filing. There is one nurse on day shift and one on swing 

shift, with routine first aid administered by the fire department during the 

owl shift. A nurse is employed as an x-ray technician, assisted bya 

nursing assistant. Two full-time medical technologists process routine 

and special laboratory analyses. The examining physicians, ophthalmolo

gist, radiologist, and optometrist are all in private practice in the com

munity and are not employee s of the Laboratory. In addition, special ser

vices of Donner Staff physicians are obtained in appropriate cases involving, 

for example, radiation exposure, and other problems of a general nature 

. 
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which can be handled by specialized expertise of the Donner Laboratory 

affiliated re search medical staff. Consultation on special problems is 

primarily with physicians practicing in Berkeley, but occasionally with 

those at the U. C. Medical Center in San Francisco. 
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN 

Physical Examinations 

A complete medical examination is performed on all employee s prior 

to, during, and at the termination of their affiliation with the Laboratory. 

Complete periodic examinations are at present scheduled according to age: 

· employees under the age of 40 are examined every three years, 

employees from 40.to 54 every two years, and 

employees 55 and over, and policemen and firemen, yearly. 

In addition, an x-ray examination of the chest is done every other year 

on employees under 40 years of age, and yearly thereafter. Complete 
\ 

blood count and urinalysis are done yearly on all employees, It is expected 

that emphasis on different aspects of the program and the above scheduling 

will change from time to time in accordance with availability of new pro

cedures and changes in private or health plan medicine emphasis. 

The complete medical examination consists of history filled in by em

ployees and supplemented by the examining internists, physical examina

tion by an examining physician, and the following screening tests: 

· Ortho -Rater eye te st or Snellen eye chart, depending upon the type of 

examination or occupation (or both); e. g., all construction and maintenance 

workers have Ortho-Rater tests with each physical examination. 

Audiometer test in the frequency range 125 to 8,000 hertz. 

· Vital capacity or one-second maximum expiratory volume. 

· Electrocardiogram on employees 45 years of age or older, firemen, 

and police officers. 

· Chest x ray. 

Complete blood count. 

Urinalysis 

Special procedure s (see Bioassay Program, below, and "Industrial 

Hygiene and Toxicology" in Section IV). 
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Preplacement Physical Examinations 

Prior to employment, an individual is examined by the Medical Depart

ment in order to ascertain whether the physical and mental condition of the 

prospective employee is adequate for the requirements of the specific posi

tion for which he is a candidate. On these examinations, as well as other 

routine examinations, an adjustment of procedures required may be made 

by substituting reports of examinations done elsewhere within established 

time limits, but in general this is not encouraged. In the event that some 

special judgment is required with reference to the subject's physical or 

mental status and the job for which he is being considered, an active candi

date will be referred to specialists for additional evaluations. Employees 

who allege previous exposure to radiation or to noxious substances may be 

asked to direct their previous employer to release exposure information to 

the Laboratory. 

Pe riodic Examinations 

The routine examinations on all permanent Laboratory employee s are 

conducted according to the above schedule. Notification is effected by 

telephone or letter contact with the employees, and an attempt is made to 

schedule at a time convenient to the employee. An active program of follow

up on all positive findings is carried on by the Laboratory physicians by 

letter, telephone, or personal contact with the employee, and subsequently 

his physician, where required. When indicated, chart reviews and medical 

records are exchanged with the community private practitioner with the 

permission of the employee. 

Termination Physical Examinations 

Upon termination of employment, adjustments are made regarding 

what procedures need be carried out, depending upon how recently an in

dividual may have had a periodic examination. This policy also applies 

to re -employment. A termination que stionnaire is provided regarding 

work-connected injuries, etc. If an employee terminated because of preg

nancy, chest x-ray and pelvic examination are not required. The judgment 

as to whether a termination physical examination is required because a 



recent periodical physical examination had been completed is made by the 

Laboratory physicians in each individual case. 

Special Examinations and Interviews 

Special examinations and interviews are conducted by the Laboratory 

physicians as part of a preventive medicine program to aid the employee

patient who has· chronic physical disease, rehabilitation problems, or 

psychiatric problems for which some counseling and referral might be re

quired. This medical counseling service varies in form and extent with 

the particular case involved. Employees and their supervisors are en

couraged to request this service for themselves or their co-workers; how

ever, usually the Laboratory physicians call in individuals whose problems 

they become aware of through sick leave records or first aid visit' inci

dences. This service is strictly between the Laboratory physician, the 

employee, and his private physician. 

Specialist Examinations and Referral 

Employee s who have accumulated more than a certain minimum of 

radiation exposure or who work with lasers are examined regularly by an 

ophthalmologist. Tonometer tests (glaucoma survey) are offered to all 

employees on a voluntary basis, and an optometrist is available periodi

cally to fit safety glasses, which are supplied free of charge to employees 

needing this protection. 

In the event of an occupational injury which, in the judgment of the 

Laboratory physician, requires specialist care, the patient is referred to 

a specialist on the Laboratory I s physician panel in the community. As a 

general rule this referral is made for all foreign objects imbedded in the 

cornea, long-bone fractures, severe lacerations, severe blunt trauma, 

and head injurie s. 

Immunization and Quarantine 

All employees traveling abroad on Laboratory business are given the 

required immunizations; and, in special cases where a communicable dis

ease is imminent, immunizations are offered to the Laboratory population 
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as a whole. Tetanus toxoid is administered routinely at the time of first 

aid, and encouraged routinely in the case of laborers, employees handling 

animals, and certain other situations. Each disease is reviewed in detail 

before a recommendation is made; therefore, there is no established policy 

on immunization types or frequencies. Employees are encouraged to seek 

the advice and immunization from their own physicians. A major role of 

the Medical Department regarding disease threats is to keep the Laboratory 

population advised as to the situation and to encourage employee s to seek 

counsel from their own physicians. Special programs are insti~uted for 

the protection of Laboratory population, when indicated; e. g., hepatitis, 

meningitis, or epidemic influenza threat. 

Bioas say Program 

The Bioassay Laboratory conducts a program under which all persons 

working with radioactivity are reque sted to submit urine sample s annually 

for radiochemical analysis. Such routine analysis consists of a survey for 

"gross alpha" and "gross beta" activity, and of gamma spectroscopy. In 

the case of potential exposure to nuclides which are not identified by these 

procedure s - -e. g., radium, uranium, and carbon-14- - special methods are 

used to identify these nuclides. When alpha activity is detected by the sur

vey method, the Laboratory has the capability of identifying the radioisotope 

that is involved. For beta contamination, special procedures are used for 

identifying radioactive strontium, phosphorus, and rare earth elements. 

The same methods are applicable also to radiochemical analysis of fecal 

samples. The bioassay program is coordinated with a routine whole-body 

counting program for certain selected employees" which is carried on in 

the Donner Laboratory counter. Urine samples are requested from all 

per sons concurrently with their whole -body counts, and are analyzed for 

radioactivity in the manner described above. This program supplements 

the personnel monitoring program (see Section 7, "Health Physics"). 

A close interaction with the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section 

of Safety Services is an integral part of the Occupational Health Preventive 

Medicine Program. The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology effort provides 

the Medical Department with information on the presence of potential prob

lems - -e. g., asbestos, beryllium, noise, etc. - -and the Medical Department 
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communicates information gleaned from patients I disease patterns to the 

Industrial Hygiene group for consultation and possibly field analysis. Indi

vidual incidences of hearing loss, conjuctivitis, dermatitis, burns, or 

other signs that could pos sibly be indicative of environmental exposure to 

toxic substances or injurious energy sources are referred to the Industrial 

Hygiene and Toxicology Group for appropriate follow-up. 
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EMERGENCIES AND FIRST AID 

Occupational Injuries--Major 

A major occupational injury is one that requires ambulance serVIce or 

the immediate attention of a physician. Also in this category are those in

cidences of medical illness which occur while the employee is at the Lab

oratory"; e. g., epileptic seizure, unconsciousness, or violent or irrational 

behavior. In most cases, the Laboratory physician will receive the patient 

at Building 26, and administer appropriate primary aid before the patient 

is referred to his private practitioner, a selected specialist, or another 

hospital emergency ward. Standard operating procedures for ingestion of 

poisons, eye injuries, burns, cardiac arrest, coma, etc., are to be found 

in the Medical Department Operating Procedures Manual. In the event that 

a patient, cannot be moved from the site of the injury, primary aid will be 

rendered by a Laboratory physician, by firemen, or by ambulance personnel. 

A Laboratory physician should be notified of any major accident that occurs 

at any time at the Laboratory. When the Laboratory physician has been 

notified, he will take the responsibility for appropriate notification of family, 

relatives, and the Director's Office. Further details of major emergency 

polic ie s and procedure s are found in "Erne rgency Plan, " Lawrence Radia

tion Laboratory Publication 38. 

Oc cupational Inj urie s - - Minor 

The Medical Department is prepared to handle the definitive treatment 

of minor injuries and rehabilitation where appropriate. In the case of a 

minor injury requiring more than two follow -up visits, the patient-employee 

will be referred to his own physician or one of the medical specialists on 

the Laboratory's physician panel. Diagnosis and treatment such as suturing, 

splinting, dre ssing, and analge sia are given routinely when appropriate by 

the physician and registered nurse on site. 

Nonoccupational Injuries and Illness 

Off-hour injuries and illnesses not associated with work should not in 

general be presented to the physician and nurse in the Medical Department. 
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However, in many instances expediency in the interest of the Laboratory 
\ 

might weigh against this general rule. We rely on the supervisors and pro-

fessional employees to make the value judgment in the interest of the Lab

oratory, keeping in mind our desire to extend care in the following cases: 

(i) An emergency, when immediate attention is required for prevention 

of los s of limb or life, or to relieve suffering until placed under the care 

of the private physician. 

(ii) Minor disorders requiring first aid or palliative treatment which 

otherwise would not reasonably be sought by the patient of his physician. 

Radiation Incidents - -Exposure and Contamination 

The Laboratory physicians and Bioassay Division are advised by Health 

Physic s and Safety Services regarding known personal exposure to radiation 

field or contamination by radioactive isotopes. The procedure and urgency 

of notification and subsequent action by the Laboratory physician vary in 

detail C!epending on the particulars of the exposure or spill. Usually, in 

the event of contamination or pos sible activation by high-energy beam, the 

employee(s) will receive a whole-body count and bioassay of excreta, if 

indicated. Dose estimates are the joint responsibility of Health Physics, 

Safety Services, and Medical Services. 

The use of chelating agents, sodium iodide, aerosols, and expectorants 

is a decision which has to be made for each individual case, and should not 

be approached as a routine procedure. 
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH 

A large portion of the Joint medical-bioassay-health physics-radioiso

tope control effort is directed toward spot surveys and investigations where 

suspected hazardous conditions or exposures might exist. Bioassay inves

tigations are initiated as a result of recommendations from Health Physic s 

and Safety Services representatives. Industrial hygiene and tox,icblogy in

ve stigations include bioas say proc edure s, with the consultation of the Lab

oratory physician, where appropriate. 

A continuous effort is made to implement those aspects of administra

tion of medical care and preventive medicine to the Laboratory population 

as is feasible without interfering with the routine s and attitudes of the pri

vate practice of.medicine. Population epidemiology research is conducted 

using records that have been coded for computer manipulation of data along 

with other information sources, which include Personell Department's sick 

leave records and a close contact with the Public Health Service. 



.. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS 

ACCELERATOR RADIATION SAFETY 

Introduction 

Accelerator Radiation Monitoring and Shielding 

Since the late 1940's the Health Physics Department has been respon

sible for accelerator radiation monitoring and shielding at the Laboratory. 

During this time radiation measurements and shielding studies have been 

carried out at the 60-inch cyclotron, the 184-inch cyclotron, the electron 

synchrotron, the electron linear accelerator, the Bevatron, the heavy-ion 

linear accelerator, the proton linear accelerator, and the 88 -inch cyclotron. 

This Department's approach to problems of accelerator radiation mea

surement and shielding is an analytic one, and our measurements have 

mostly been made with the purpose of identifying the various components of 

the radiation field and determining their energy distribution. From this 

-analysis of the radiation field, the rem dose (see p. 6 -9) is calculated. 

Measurements at accelerators are taken with various accelerator operat

ing parameters and operating conditions, to check for expected variations 

in the response of the detectors. Proper monitors are used so that data 

taken at different times can be normalized. Measurement results from 

different detectors are compared for consistency and compliance with 

physical principles. 

A general rule that has emerged from all of these studies is that fast 

neutron's from 0.1 to 10 MeV contribute more than half the total rem dose 

in the radiation field that exists near a well-shielded particle accelerator. 

Gamma rays and low-energy neutrons contribute together 10 to 20%, and 

high-energy neutrons make up the balance. We have therefore emphasized 

the development and use of neutron detectors that allow estimation of the 

neutron spectrum and its iritemsity (measurements of accelerator radiation 

in rad or rem units are not generally made, since they give no information 

that can be used to recommend protective shielding - -Definitions, p. 6 -9). 

Neutron detectors found most effective are moderated slow-neutron 

detectors, threshold reaction detectors, nuclear emulsion, and the 
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polyethylene-lined proportional counter. These detectors and others have 

been used to succe s sfully protect employee s from over -exposure to radia

tion, and also to predict the effect of a wide variety of shielding materials 

in the reduction of unwanted radiation background around bubble chambers, 

sodium iodide crystals, and plastic scintillators. 

This analytic approach to accelerator radiation monitoring, although 

difficult and time -consuming, is considered the be st way to attain accuracy 

and flexibility in measurement and to unde r stand the radiation field in our 

enVIrons. 

Health Phy sic s Relations With Other Departments 

The Health Physic s Department works with the Medical Department 

and the Safety Services Department in interpreting radiation hazards and 

making decisions on observation and treatment in cases of radiation expo

sure. It also works closely with accelerator operations groups at the Lab

oratory to minimize per sonnel exposure s, and with the experimental phy sic s 

groups to support their programs, particularly in the field of shielding 

studies. 

Facilities 

Building 72 is the Health Physics headquarters; it contains offices and 

laboratory space for analyzing data from the detectors and for calibrating 

them. Our personnel monitoring section is also in this building. 

Both portable and fixed radiation -monitoring equipment is located at 

each of the accelerators. This equipment detects all hazardous accelerator 

radiation, and transmits radiation-level information to Building 72. The 

equipment is used in the control of access to certain areas, and various 

groups at the accelerators refer to it to make judgments on a day-to-day 

basis on personnel access and permissible working times. 

The radiation produced by the accelerators is monitored at four loca

tions on the boundary of the Laboratory. 
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Maximum Permissible Exposures 

Policy 

No one shall knowingly expose himself or others to levels of radiation 

greater than those given below, except in cases of extreme emergency. 

The lowest practical daily exposure should be striven for in every opera

tion, and the 3-month permissible exposure should normally be well dis

tributed in time. (These exposure limits do not apply to medical and dental 

diagnosis and to treatment using radiation.) 

External Whole-Body Exposure 

The dose to the whole body, head, eyes, trunk, blood-forming organs, 

and gonads, accumulated at any age, shall not exceed 5 rems multiplied by 

the number of years beyond age 18. In addition, the dose in any calendar 

quarter of a year shall not exceed 3 rems. 

External Exposure to Skin of the Whole Body 

The dose to the skin of the whole body shall not exceed 30 rems per 

year or 10 rems in any calendar quarter of a year. 

External Exposure to Extremities 

The dose to the hands and forearms, or to the feet and ankles, shall 

not exceed 75 rems per year or 25 rems in any calendar quarter of a year. 

Corresponding Weekly Averages 

Although there is no specific limit on weekly exposures, it is conven

ient to evaluate, plan, and control exposures on the basis of weekly values. 

Hence, the following table shows the weekly average corresponding to each 

maximum permis sible exposure. 
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Table I. Pe rmis sible weekly average s for permis sible yearly exposure 

Maximum corresponding dose (rem) 

Per year Per calendar quarter 

Corr Corr 
Part of Body Total av/wk Total av/wk 

Whole body (Age -18)5 0.1 3 0.2 

Skin 30 0.6 10 0.8 

Extremities 75 1.5 25 1.9 

Quality Factors 

For purpose s of radiation protection an exposure of 0.1 rem is taken 

as equal to an energy absorption of 0.1 rad (10 ergs per gram of tissue) for 

x, gamma, or beta radiation; 0.01 rad for protons; and 0.005 rad for alpha 

or heavier particles; i. e., quality factors are 1, 10, and 20 respectively. 

Although natural alpha particles are completely absorbed in the skin and 

are not an external exposure hazard, accelerated alphas may penetrate the 

skin and cause injury. 

Neutron Fluxe s 

A quality factor of 10 shall be used for evaluating fast-neutron expo

sures when the energy spectrum is not known. When the energy spectrum 

is known, the following table relates neutron flux to exposure in rem. 

Table II. Time average flux for 40-hour week to deliver 0.1 rem 

Neutron energy (MeV) 

Thermal to 0.005 

0.02 

0.1 

0.5 

1.0 

10.0 

>10-10
4 

I 2 -1 n cm sec 

570 

250 

80 

30 

18 

17 

30.2/E MeV 1/4 
(provisional limit) 
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Othe r Type s of Radiation 

The above limits apply to radiation exposure s from radioactivity in

duced in accelerator structure s and shielding, and to the radiation field 

which exists outside accelerator shields, including x- and gamma-ray

producing machines. Exposure to other types of possibly injurious ionizing 

radiation and to accelerator beams is not permissible without a review by 

the Health Physic s Department. 

Young Persons and Temporary Visitors 

Persons age 18 or less and temporary visitors to the Laboratory shall 

not be exposed to more than 0.002 rem in anyone hour, 0.1 rem in seven 

consecutive days, or 0.5 rem in a year. 

Control of Radiation Exposure 

Following are the rules and procedures whose basic objective is the 

prevention of personnel exposures above the prescribed limits. They have 

been written to provide the minimum amount of restriction necessary for 

safety and for compliance with AEC and State of California regulations. 

Certain supervisors may, for administrative convenience or other reasons, 

wish to issue rules and procedures that are more restrictive than these. 

The Health Physics Department will be glad to advise in such cases, and 

must receive a copy of any such rules issued. 

Re stricted (or Controlled) Areas 

Restricted or controlled areas are those areas access to which is con

trolled by the Laboratory for administrative reasons or for purposes of 

radiation safety. 

~ Radiation Areas 

Radiation areas are those within which it is pos sible for an individual 

to receive a whole-body exposure in excess of 0.005 rem in anyone hour. 

All such areas shall be marked with a sign which gives the radiation level 

and any other information deemed necessary. The sign will usually dis

playa magneta radiation symbol and the words "Radiation Area. " 
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High-Radiation Areas 

High-radiation areas are those within which it is possible for an in

dividual to receive a whole-body exposure in excess of 0.1 rem in anyone 

hour. All such areas shall be marked with a sign that gives the radiation 

level and any other information deemed necessary. The sign will usually 

display a magenta radiation symbol and the words "High Radiation Area. " 

Access to such areas shall be strictly controlled by the supervisor re

sponsible and shall be on a "need-to-enter" basis. Where a high radiation 

area is permanent, magenta or red warning lights and locked or interlocked 

doors shall be installed. Where 'extremely high radiation levels may exist, 

special measures to prevent accidental exposures shall be taken. 

Radiation Surveys 

The Health Physics Department shall be responsible for making all 

radiation surveys necessary for control of personnel exposures and radia

tion fields caused by the operation of radiation-producing machines. 

Supervisors may, for reasons of convenience, wish to make measurements 

of their own from time to time. If so, they shall use instruments and 

detectors supplied, calibrated, and maintained by the Health Physics 

Department. The results of all radiation surveys will be furnished to the 

supervisor(s) concerned and to the Health Physics Department. 

Unusual Exposures and Situations 

Any person who may have been overexposed to radiation from any 

source shall report to his supervisor and the Health Physics Department 

immediately. The Health Physics Department shall then take such action 

as is necessary under the circumstances, such as a note to the file, a 

note to the individual's film badge record, or referral to the Medical 

Department. The Medical Department shall immediately inform the 

Health Physics Department whenever an individual is diagnosed as having 

a radiation-exposure ..,related injury or disease, or whenever any individual 

claims the existence of such an injury or disease. 

. 
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Summary of Responsibility for Radiation Safety 

Individuals I Responsibilities 

Each individual at the Laboratory is responsible for: 

Keeping his occupational exposure to radiation as small as pos sible -

specifically, less than 3 rem per calendar quarter of a year. 

Wearirig his film badge in the prescribed manner (see p. 7-2). 

Following instructions in regard to radiation safety and observing 

radiation safety rules and regulations, 

· Reporting radiation accidents, incidents, and unsafe working conditions 

to his supervisor and/or the Health Physic s Department. 

· Referring questions on radiation safety to his supervisor. 

Supe rvisor s'Re sponsibilitie s 

Each supervisor is responsible for insuring that the individuals' re

sponsibilities listed above are fulfilled by those under his control, and is 

furthe r re sponsible for: 

· Seeing that his employee s are instructed in radiation safety and in the 

application of instructions contained herein. 

· Forwarding copies of radiation safety rules which he initiates to the 

Health PhysiC s Department. 

· Forwarding the results of radiation surveys whiCh he makes to the 

Health Phy sic s Department. 

· Insuring that radiation levels under his control do not exceed the pre

scribed limits. 

· Furnishing the Health Physics Department with pertinent radiation in

formation on individuals and activities under his control.' 

Health Physics Department's Responsibilities 

Accelerators and radiation-producing machines 

The Department is responsible for the protection of persons from 

radiation fields and radioactivity produced by accelerators and other 

machines generating x rays or nuclear radiation. In particular, the 

Department shall: 
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· Be responsible for making all radiation surveys necessary to control 

personnel exposures caused by the operation of these machines. 

· Be familiar with the operation of and the experimental program at 

each accelerator. 

Evaluate changes in operation and shielding of each machine. 

Recommend and advise the establishment of radiation safety rules, 

interlock systems, and any other protective devices and techniques. 

· Provide proper instruments and detectors for protection of individuals. 

Personnel monitoring 

The Department is responsible for the personnel monitoring program. 

The Department or its authorized designee shall issue, collect, read and 

interpret and record results from, and calibrate all film badges and other 

personnel monitoring devices. The Department shall maintain complete 

and accurate personnel monitoring records. 

Early safety planning 

The Department participates in the planning for new radiation-producing 

machines and for proposed changes in existing machines, and is required to 

review all such plans. Specific areas of re sponsibility are shielding calcu

lations, safe target handling, and controlling beam-loss patterns, thereby 

minimizing induced radioactivity and radiation damage. 

Program safety review 

The Department furnishes advice and consultation on all aspects of 

the Laboratory program that are influenced by radiation safety. Specific, 

areas of responsibility are to review plans for the construction, purchase, 

modification, and installation of buildings, facilities, and equipment, par

ticularly in areas in which the Department has special competence. 

Education and training 

The Department plans and participates in the orientation and instruc

tion of employee s in regard.to radiation safety. 

. 
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Capability development 

The Department maintains and extends its capability for assessing 

and controlling radiation exposures by creating and developing new radia

tion detectors, techniques of measurement, and methods of evaluating 

shielding and radiation hazards. 

Specific Programmatic Support 

The Department furnishe s manpower and equipment to support the 

experimental and technical programs of the Laboratory within its ability 

and competence. 

, roentgen 

rad 

quality factor 

rem (roentgen 

equivalent, 

man) 

Definitions 

This is the unit of exposure dose. It is the quantity of 

x or gamma radiation that produces, in 1 cm3 of air, 

at standard temperature and pressure, ions carrying 

1 electrostatic unit of electricity or charge. 

This is the unit of absorbed dose. It is that quantity of 

radiation that causes the absorption of 100 ergs per gram 

of irradiated material at the point of interest. 

This is one of the factors by which absorbed doses are to 

be multiplied to obtain, for purposes of radiation protec

tion' a quantity which expresses the estimated biological 

effect. 

This is the unit of dose used for radiation protection cal

culatio'ns. Originally the rem repre sented th'e absorbed 

dose in rads multiplied by the quality factor or, 

rem = ra.d X QF. 

Now the rem represents absorbed dose multiplied not 

only by the quality factor but also by other factors that 

may modify the degree of response to radiation exposure. 

Among the se are the penetration factor and the partial

body fac tor. 



.. 
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PERSONNE L MONITORING 

Radiation Monitoring of Employee s 

Personnel monitoring is the measurement of radiation exposures to 

individuals by use of small radiation detectors carried on the person. 

These may be film, pocket ionization chambers, thermoluminescent 

dosimeters, or fission-:track plates. 

Exposure to radiation produce s biological change s in humans, and 

radiation exposures above certain limits are known to be harmful. Per

mis sible exposure limits are set at such a level that biological damage is 

thought to be nonexistent. However, it is prudent to strive for the lowest 

possible radiation exposure consistent with the monetary cost and effort 

to achieve it. For these reasons it is essential to accurately measure 

exposures received by Laboratory employees, visitors, guests, and con

tractors, and the use of a personnel monitor is one method for making 

these measurements. In order to implement this objective the film badge 

system was begun in 1946 and continues presently with monthly exchange 

of films. For other personnel monitoring measure s see page s 3 -4 and 9 -4. 

The plastic film -badge holder is flat and fits into the wallet or 

purse. It contains a large pocket to hold the security badge and two 

smaller pockets' to hold monitoring films. One of the se smaller pockets 

has two circular metal filter s and holds the beta-gamma film that is 

needed by all per sonnel for their protection. The other holds a neutron 

film for those workers 'who may be exposed to significant neutron exposures. 

If required, the badge holder may be clipped to a lapel, and clips for this 

purpose are available in the Health Physic s Film Badge Office, Building 72, 

Room 134. Regardless of where the badge is worn, the important thing is 

to always carry it while at the Laboratory and to take it home each night 

and during other absences, because in many areas of the Laboratory very 

small doses of radiation are delivered around the clock by accelerators 

and other sources which emit radiation more or less continuously. In such 

. areas when a film badge is worn only 8 hour s per day and left in the area 

the other 16, a significant fraction of the dose measured by the film is not 
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received by the wearer. An accurate measurement of the radiation dose 

received per month requires that the film be carried on the person. 

The personnel exposure in non-"Radiation Areas" of the Laboratory 

and contiguous environs of Berkeley is not significantly greater than else

where in the world. An external whole-body dose rate is experienced by 

people everywhere, due to the natural radiation in their environment. 

Principal sources of this natural radiation other than cosmic rays are 

uranium, thorium, and their decay daughters, and potassium-40, contained 

in rocks, soil, and building materials. Radium, a decay daughter of 

uranium-238, gives off radon gas, which decays with a half-life of 3.83 

days and which rises from the soil and eventually dissipates in the atmo

sphere. Meteorological changes such as inversions or rain can restrict 

the upward diffusion of the radon gas and increase the radiation levels in 

the atmosphere occasionally by as much as a factor of five. 

The reason that the radiation levels shown in Table III are higher in

side buildings than outside is that some buildings include in their construc

tion mineral products that contain small quantities of uranium, thorium, 

or potassium-40. Obviously there is quite a difference between a wooden 

house and a brick, concrete, or stone house in this re spect. However, it 

should be remembered that the total of all natural sources of radioactivity 

is only ~ 0.150 rem per year, which is 3% of the acceptable occupational 

radiation level, and 30% of the acceptable nonoccupational level. Also 

included in Table III are value s of dose from routine medical x rays. 

Guidelines for Film Badge Use 

The following rules have been established in order that complete, 

accurate, and current exposure records can be maintained. 

When and By Whom Worn 

A film badge shall be worn by everyone entering either a "High Radia-

tion Area" or a "Radiation Area" (see p. 6 -5). A film badge shall be -worn 

by all employees and permanent visitors or guests within controlled and re

stricted areas. If working conditions make a short-time indication of exposure 

desirable, the wearing of a pocket ionization chamber may be required by 
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Table III. Estimated whole -body radiation 40ses 

from natural sources. 

Radiation 

External radiation 

Cosmic -ray dose rate in U. S. 
at sea level 
at 10,000 ft 

Gamma rays inside a brick-and
conc rete building from 
earth and building at sea level 

Gamma rays from earth in the open 

Internal radiation 

Potassium-40 

Carbon-14 

Radon and its decay products 

Average total natural whole -body dose rate 

Localized tissue doses from natural sources 

Bone cells 
average' geographical areas 
active geographical areas (granitic) 

Bronchial epithelium due to radon 

Bronchial epithelium due to radon daughters 

Bone s - -Radium-226 

Common x-ray exposures 

Chest film 

Dental film 

Luminous wrist watch 

Dose (millirem/year) 

35 
85 

90 to 220 

30 to100a 

25 

1 

2 

150 

130 
500 

2500 to 5000 

400 

70 

Dose (millirem) 

50 

50 to 500 

0.2/hr 

a. Where large amounts of uranium or thorium are found in the soil 
this may be as much as 10,000 millirem/year. 
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the supervisor or the Health Physics Department. All film badges shall 

contain a beta-gamma monitoring film, and in addition any person may 

request that a neutron-monitoring film be issued to him, or his supervisor 

or the Health Physic s Department may require it. 

Modifications of Dosimeters 

Film badges and pocket chambers shall not be tampered with in any 

way, and shall be used only for monitoring the radiation exposure of the 

person to whom they are issued. If personnel monitoring equipment is 

needed for special purposes, arrangements can be made with the Health 

Physic s Department. 

Film Badge Exchange 

Film badges being used by individuals shall be exchanged for new ones 

on a monthly basis, or on request by an individual or his supervisor. The 

exact time and method of exchange will be a matter of mutual agreement 

between the supervisor concerned and the Health Physics Department. 

Usually, the exchange of film is accomplished by delivering to each depart-
>:::: 

ment on or about the third Tuesday of each month a set of freshly loaded 

holders, whereupon someone designated by the supervisor exchanges each 

person's old holder for a new one within the next day or two. Then the used 

holders will be picked up and taken to the Health Physic s darkroom in 

Building 72 for proce s sing. It is vital that this exchange be made promptly 

each month in order to ;keep exposure records accurate and current. Re

ports of film readings will be posted at various places around the Labora

tory, and further information can be obtained by calling the Film Badge 

Office, Extension 5516. 

Film badges shall not be left at the Laboratory during vacation and 

off-work hours, and shall be returned to the Health Physics Department 

before a terminating employee is released by the Personnel Department. 

Film badge s may be used to measure medical and dental x -ray exposure s 

or other exposures to radiation received while off the job, but if this is 

done the Health Physic s Department shall be notified. 

*The exact schedule is given in an annual General Administrative Distribu
tion no tic e. 
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Subcontractors, Visitors, and Guests 

Employee s who are responsible for the pre sence of eithe r outside 

contractor employees, visitors, or gue sts at the Laboratory shall, in 

conference with the Health Physics Department, decide whether personnel 

monitoring is nece s sary, and if so, shall see that such monitoring equip

ment is properly issued to and collected from such persons. 

Thre shold for Exposure Inve stigation 

All cases in which a film badge shows more than 0.4 rem exposure per 

month shall be inve stigated by the Health Physic s Department with the as

sistance of the supervisor or the individual concerned. When indicated, 

the Medical Department will carry out bioassay and whole -body counting. 

The record 'Of these investigations will be added to the radiation exposure. 

file of the individual when unusual circumstances warrant, and the individ

uaLand his supervisor shall be informed of the results. This generalpro

cedure of investigations also applies to lost or damaged fi~ms. 

Film Badge Exposure Records 

The Health Physics Department shall maintain complete and accurate 

personnel monitoring records for review by Laboratory management and 

for transmittal to authorized agencies outsi'de the Laboratory. An individ

ual can obtain his own exposure record at any time by request to the Health 

Physics Department. 

Responsibility for Personnel Monitoring 

The Health Physics Department or its authorized designee shall issue, 

collect, calibrate, interpret, and record the results from all personnel 

monitoring devices and equipment, and shall be responsible for their accu

racy and their proper use. 
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SAFETY SERVICES 

INTRODUCTION 

In 194 7 the Safety Services Department (then called Health Chemistry) 

was formed to assist the workers in nuclear chemistry and Biomedicine at 

LRL-Berkeley in the control of hazards due to radioisotopes. Safe tech

niques and equipment for this work were not yet available, so that proto

type equipment had to be de signed and te sted. At that time, the cohcentrate

and-confine philosophy of working with radioisotopes and the development 

of facilitie s, equipment, and ventilated enclosure s (such as gloved boxe s) 

probably received more attention at LRL-Berkeley than at any other insti

tution. 

The department evolved into a support group whose main mission was 

safety; mixed with this responsibility was the design and fabrication of 

handling equipment for radioisotopes. This trend has continued within the 

department organizational structure to this day. In recent years, as the 

need for additional safety programs not related to radioisotope hazards 

became apparent, additional safety groups were amalgamated with the struc

ture of Safety Services. These groups provide the Laboratory with much

needed support and assistance in fields of fire and emergency response, 

industrial hygiene and toxicology, and industrial safety. 

The present department consists of two groups. 

Operations Group worker s provide on-the -spot, round -the -clock health 

and safety assistance, emergency services, and liaison with other depart

mental groups. 

Special Technology Group worker s are specialists in safety discipline s 
who apply their knowledge to solving problems: These solutions may lead 

to consultations, to training se s sions, to measurement and evaluation of 

abnormal environmental conditions, or to design, fabrication, installation, 

and maintenance of equipment for the safe handling of hazardous materials. 

In the following section of this manual each of the four disciplines with

in Safety Services (Radioisotope Control, Industrial Safety, Fire Safety, 

and Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology) is described separately. 



/ 
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RADIOISOTOPE CONTROL 

Introduction 

Radioisotope control policies and functions of Safety Services have 

been developed to protect both the personnel and the environment at this 

site from unwarranted exposure to radioisotope hazards. They have also 

been developed to ensure the minimum of restriction necessary for safety. 

To the se ends an integrated program of engineering, support, and contin
~ 

uous surveillance services is provided. 

Facilities 

The main administrative offices of Safety Services are at Building 4; 

as also are engineering and drafting office s, electronic s fabrication, en

closure fabrication, machine shops, and development and assembly areas. 

Facilities for decontamination of equipment and disposal of solid and 

liquid radioactive wastes are at Building 75. Here also are office 

and laboratory spaces for the environmental surveillance and ventilation 

section, laboratories for preparation of environmental samples and of 

radioisotope source s. 

A rented facility (Building 901) for counting environmental samples is 

located off-site in Berkeley, at a location chosen because it affords the 

very low radiation background needed for counting these samples. 

Office spaces for the operational group of Safety Services are in the 

Building 70 -70A complex. Here also are shielded facilitie s for opening 

highly radioactive capsules from reactor and cyclotron bombardments, 

and a water-shielded facility for working up high-level alpha-, gamma-, 

and neutron-emitting radioisotope s (Chemistry Department). 

A shielded facility to remotely remove and dismantle cyclotron targets 

is at Building 88. 

Safety Services workers, whose function is to directly assist the em

ployees with radioisotope safety, are stationed in various locations in 

Buildings 70, 70A, 71, 74, and 88, and at Donner Laboratory. A depart

ment representative works out of Building 75 to cover special areas around 

the Laboratory. 
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Services 

Safety Service s as sists per sons using radioisotope s as de scribed below. 

Review Procedures 

To provide for maximum safety and economy, this department reviews 

plans for all new facilities involving radioactive materials (and for altera

tions fo existing facilities) at the earliest possible opportunity. Operations 

involving radioactive materials are restricted to those'buildings (or areas 

within buildings) which are designated by Safety Services as adequate for 

such usage. 

All chemical, physical, and mechanical operations onmaterials con

taining radioisotope s should be performed in a manner that will'limit the 

spread of radioactive contamination. Each propo sed use of enclosure s or 

of fume hoods is reviewed with respect to the type of operation and the 

amount of the radioactive materials to be utilized. Safety Services should 

be consulted prior to any first use of radioisotopes. 

Procurement, Storage, and Transportation of Radioisotopes 

Safety Services should be notified whenever radioisotopes are to be 

procured, either commercially or by accelerator bombardments, so that 

their proposed use can be evaluated at an early date. Arrangements are 

made by Safety Services for reactor irradiations and for specially designed 

and fabricated sources. 

Facilities for safe storage of radioisotopes are provided by this depart

ment, which also issues radioisotope s from storage to approved personnel. 

All incoming and outgoing shipments of radioisotopes are handled 

>through Safety Service s to ensure compliance with governmental shipping 

regulations. The department also prescribes proper packaging methods 

for isotope s to be shipped. 

To prevent unnecessary exposure of personnel or disruption of sensi

tiv:e experiments, hazardous quantities of radioactive materials, or of 

radioactive materials that ~ight cause contamination of the surrounding 

area, are transported between buildings at the Laborat()ry or off site by 

Safety Services. 
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Providing Protective Equipment for Safe Work in Radioisotope Areas 

Fume hoods 

, Fume hoods are designed and intended for carrying off noxious or toxic 

gases. However, since air-cleaning devices are not installed on all hood 

exhausts, fume hoods are not adequate for those operations which generate 

radioactive aerosols. Enclosure s should be used for operations that might 

release contamination to the atmosphere. 

Gloved boxe s or enclosure s 

All chemical, physical, and mechanical operations on materials con

taining radioisotope s that might spread contamination should be performed in 

enclosures. Enclosures are available from Safety Services. To ensure 

that standards are met, commercial enclosures should not be purchased 

without consultation with this department. 

Junior caves 

A "junior cave" (2 -in. -thick lead shielding) with remote control sys

terns will be provided for operations in which penetrating radiation might, 

in gloved boxes, produce hand or whole -body exposures approaching AEC 

permissible exposure limits. 

Water-shielded facility 

The water-shielded facility IS available for experiments with high-level 

alpha, beta-gamma, or neutron emitters which cannot be handled safely by 

the use of junior caves. This facility consists of cells with four and six feet 

of water shielding; operations are conducted by use of master-slave manip

ulators. 

Special equipment 

Safety Services provides assistance to radioisotope users in designing 

and fabricating special protective equipment. 
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Emergency electrical power 

Because failure of radiological ventilating systems might allow escape 

of airborne contamination, emergency electrical power is provided for 

these systems. 

Radiation Monitoring 

Primary radioisotope facilities are staffed with qualified personnel to 

observe and to provide safety assistance, and to facilitate interchange of 

pertinent information. These monitors make contamination surveys of the 

work area during the operations. 

Film badges and any other dosimeters for monitoring penetrating radia

tion must always be carried by workers in these a,reas. Consult Safety Ser

vices for control measures for radiation of low penetration. See "Person

nel Monitoring, " page 7 -1, for further instruction. 

Special monitoring precautions should be taken whenever materials 

are passed into or out of enclosures. Employees should monitor them

selves for contamination before leaving the work areas. Portable and 

fixed radiation instruments (e. g., hand and shoe monitors) for use in 

radioisotope monitoring are provided and maintained by this department. 

This department should be notified immediately about contaminated areas 

or personnel so that corrective action can be taken. 

Air sampler s for monitoring airborne radioactivity are provided and 

maintained by this department. A central counting facility, using the best 

available radioanalytical methods, is maintained to determine the radio

activity of all air samples. If volatile radioactive materials are present, 

an adsorptive filter medium should be used in addition to the normal par

ticulate -sampling media. 

Stack effluents discharged from radioisotope areas are monitored, and 

air- and rain-sampling stations are maintained at the Laboratory site 

perimeter. The purpose is to ensure that concentrations of radioisotopes 

discharged to the environment are within limits specified by AEC regulations. 
• 

Decontamination of Work Areas and Equipment 

Any work area that become s contaminated with radioactivity will be 

decontaminated to such a level that its original function may be resumed 

. .. 

' . 
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without the necessity for protective clothing or respiratory protection. 

Reasonable efforts are made to decontaminate materials and equipment. 

Contaminated materials and equipment are normally reclaimed if their re

placement cost or salvage value is greater than the cost of decontamination. 

'<>0; Reclaimed material is returned to the owner when Safety Services has 

judged the decontamination effective. The normal criterion for release of 

articles after decontamination is that residual contamination cannot escape 

into the air to become an inhalation hazard, nor be transferred to personnel 

or equipment by contact. 

Radioactive Waste Disposal 

All solid and liquid radioactive wastes are collected and disposed of 

by Safety Services. Special receptacles are provided, and employees are 

prohibited from disposing of liquid waste s in the sanitary or storm sewer 

system, or of solid wastes in any but the designated containers. 

Permissible Exposures for Working With Radioactivity 

The exposure to ionizing radiation of personnel within the Laboratory 

controlled area will be held ,to a minimum, and may not exceed the value s 

specified by the AEC and tabulated below. (The Ilcontrolled area ll of the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory-Berkeley is established as that area sur

rounded by a security fence and access to which is controlled by Security 

guards. Selected University of California buildings or portions thereof 

located on campus are also included as controlled areas. ) 

Permissible Exposure from External Sources 

See Table I, page 6 -4. 

Permissible Exposure from Internal Sources 

The limit for exposure of personnel to internal sources of radioactivity 

is based upon concentrations of radioactive materials in air and in water 

that do not exceed those specified by AEC Manual Chapter 0524. The fol

lowing concentration limits apply for unidentified radioisotopes: 
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Conc entration C onc entr ation 

. . ( C./ 3)a in air p 1 m in water (pCi/liter) 

Alpha emitter s 

Beta-gamma emitters 

0.40 

100. 

a. Picocurie s per cubic meter. 

10.0 

100. 

The calculation of organ dose is based on methods recommended by 

the Federal Radiation Council and the International Commission on Radio

logical Protection. 

The exposure of personnel beyond controlled areas is limited to one

tenth the permissible exposure established for personnel in controlled 

areas. Permissible exposure to minor employees (18 years or younger) 

and temporary visitors is also limited to one-tenth the permissible expo

sure for persons in controlled areas. 

Radiation Incidents 

Management Following Escape of Radioactive Materials 

The following plan is to be used whenever radioactive materials have 

escaped from their normal hoods, enclosures, or transport-storage con

tainers: 

Evacuate all per sonnel from the immediate area. 

Immediately notify Safety Service s. 

Quarantine the contaminated area so that there will be no risk of further 

exposure of personnel to penetrating radiation or airborne radioactivity . 

• Retain involved per sons in a safe area until they are monitored by 

Safety Service s • 

• Inform Safety Services on pertinent facts of the incident. 

Notification Plan for Radiation Incidents 

Incidents as defined below should be reported as soon as possible to 

anyone of the Health and Safety departments. These departments will 

make a reasonable effort to verify the facts of the incident and then notify 

the Director's Office and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The 
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schedule of notification to the AEC (as defined in the AEC Manual Chapter 

0502) shall be= 

Irnmediately--IIType A" incidents 

(a) Death; 

(b) Radiation exposure of 25 rems or more to the whole body (see 

definition, page 6-9), 150 rems or more to the skin, or 375 rems or more 

to the extremitie s; 

(c) Escape, loss, or theft of radioactive material; 

(d) Incident of public interest; 

(e) Off-site accident involving AEC vehicle carrying AEC shipment of 

radioactive materials; 

(f) Loss of government property of $100,000 or more. 

Within 72 hours--"Type B" incidents 

(a) Internal or external exposure of 3 rems or more whole-body or 

critical-organ dose, 10 rems to the skin, or 25 rems to extremities; 

(b) Loss of government property from $5,000 to $100,000. 

Action on Emergencies Reported by the Public 

Safety Services or Health Physics should be notified if members of 

the public make reports or inquirie s involving radioactive shipments for 

which the Laboratory is responsible. Emergency action taken will be in 

accordance with the Laboratory-AEC Radiological Assistance Plan, per 

ABC Manual Chapter 0526 . 
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FIRE SAFETY 

Responsibility 

The fire safety section is re sponsible for: 

• Advisory planning in fire protection and prevention in structure sand 

equipment. 

· Fire and first aid education for employees and supervisors. 

Inspection of working areas, for fire risks exceeding established stan

dards, and proposals for corrections. 

• Fire-suppression capabilities to contain any fire that might occur at 

the Laboratory. 

The Berkeley Laboratory has about 3000 employees, more than a 

million square feet of floor space, and close to $100 million in capitalized 

equipment and structures; their protection from fire or other catastrophes 

warrants serious planning throughout. There are ten professional firemen, 

and three -man platoons are normally available around the clock for fire 

and first .aid response. They are on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

A fire chief and assistant chief administer training programs to the fire

men and employees during the regular 40-hour week. Another day-shift 

fireman keeps fire equipment and alarm and suppression systems inspected 

and maintained. 

Because fire suppression or first aid to injuries is most effective in 

the first few minutes after the incident'occurs, employees throughout the 

Laboratory are trained in the use of portable extinguishers and in Red 

Cross first aid practices. A more formal program involves the Emer

gency Coordinator s as signed to various building areas, de scribed below. 

Emergency Coordinators 

Providing an intermediate step between the response of the individual 

employees and that of the professional firemen is a volunteer organization 

of emergency coordiJ.7ators directed and trained by the fire department. 

So far as personnel is available, an emergency coordinator is selected 

for each floor of each building. In multistory buildings one of these coor

dinators serves as ~uilding Emergency Coordinator to bring unity to 

10-1 
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emergency actions throughout the building and to provide leader ship (look 

for the white hard hat) amongst the emergency coordinators in his building. 

Emergency Coordinators receive instruction that imparts knowledge 

and skills to provide the following emergency services or actions: 

· Make certain that, in case of fire or other serious emergency, police 

. and fire departments are notified by telephone or fire call box. 

· Direct building evacuation procedures in the event of fire, explosio.n, 

earthquake, or other emergency. 

Plan for adequate medical first aid coverage for each building. 

Provide for adequate use of portable fire extinguishers. 

• Prevent panic in disaster situations. 

Report unsafe conditions that might cause injury, start a fire, or 

hinder escape of building occupants. 

Alarms and Re sults 

Backing up these immediate efforts is a system of fire detectors, 

alarms, sprinklers, and special suppression systems. The alarm system 

alerts the Security Police in Building 65 and the firemen in Building B 1. 

Two fire trucks, an ambulance, and a stake truck equipped for grass -fire 

and brush -fire duty can respond to the coded information sounded by the 

fire call boxe s and automatic detection systems. In addition, a telephone 

message on extension 5333 is received at both the police and fire stations. 

For campus see page i. 

Planning 

Fire Safety planning generally begins with designing buildings for 

acceptable emergency egress and for fire detection and suppression equip

ment. Minimum de sign standards are published in national, state, and 

local codes. AEC Appendix 0550 designates standards for Health, Safety, 

and Fire protection. This list includes the National Fire Protection Asso

ciations (NFPA) Codes, the Uniform Building Code, and AEC Manual Chap

ter 0552, "Industrial Fire Protection. Ii The NFPA codes provide fire pro

tection information on flammable liquids, gases, chemicals, and explosives 

as well as structural data on building exits and extinguishing and alarm 

equipment. Planning for fire prevention and control involves everyday 

10-2 
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efforts to select fire -safe mate rials and proce sses and to avoid house

keeping practice s allowing uncontrolled or unprotected accumulation of 

fire -hazardous materials. 

Intelligent use of Laboratory facilities requires recognition of the fire 

safety features and consistent efforts to prevent operational interference, . 

For example, employees should be aware of locations of extinguishers 

and fire call boxes and should avoid material storage that interferes with 

access to fire safety or other equipment (for example, electric power 

panels) that may be needed in an emergency. 

Fire and First Aid Education 

All firemen are qualified for Red Cross first aid in addition to their 

skills in fire prevention and protection. An employee may be trained in 

first aid practice s by the professional Laboratory firemen on a volunteer 

basis or as a job requirement. For example, many employees, because 

they work with electrical apparatus, are trained at regular intervals in 

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and closed-chest cardiac massage. The 

Emergency Coordinators in each building are also trained by the fire per

sonnel to give first aid until the firemen arrive with the ambulance to take 

sick or 'injured employees to Medical Services. 

Employees are trained by Fire Safety personnel in the proper response 

to a fire emergency and in the use' of portable extinguishers. Employe'es 

are taught to select the type of extinguisher according to its ability to handle 

specific classes of fires: 

Class A fires--those that occur in ordinary materials such as wood, paper, 

and rags. Water can be used on this type of fire. 

Class B fires--those that occur in the vapor-air mixture over the surface 

of flammable liquids such as gasoline, oil, grease, paints, and thinners. 

Use carbon dioxide or dry chemical on this type of fire. 

Class C fires--those that occur in or near electrical equipment. Use 

carbon dioxide or dry chemical on this type offire~ 

Clas s D fire s - -those that occur in combustible metals such as magne sium, 

titanium, lithium, and sodium. Normal extinguishers cannot be used on 

this type of fire. If you work with these metals, call Safety Services, and 

a special dry powder extinguisher will be installed in your area. 
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Response to Alarms 

Employee s receive instruction in the proper response to fire alarm 

bells. The following outline summarizes this type of instruction. Fire 

alarm bells serve three basic purposes: 

(i) To inform building occupants that an emergency exists. 

(ii) To alert the facility supervisor and fire department that an emer

gency exists. 

(iii) To notify others that emergency action has been initiated. 

Duplicate reporting and communication jamming are thereby averted. 

Once the bell sounds, additional reporting on extension 5333 is not neces

sary. When the bell rings, the alarm has already been transmitted to the 

fire and police departments. 

Your Emergency Coordinators are r'esponsible for giving directions to 

building occupants when a fire alarm bell sounds. Acquaint yourself with 

your coordinators. Take time to discuss with them your prearranged role 

in an emergency. 

Your responsibilities are definite and important. 

(i) Learn the location of the fire alarm box nearest your work location. 

Recognize that actuation of the alarm immediately sends a coded message 

to the Laboratory Police watch station in Building 65 and the fire depart

ment in Building B1, and sounds the bell throughout your building. 

(ii) Learn the most convenient way to leave your work area and your 

building. 

(iii) When you hear an alarm bell: 

· If instructed by your coordinator to leave the building, follow his in

structions. Avoid crowding or undue haste. Descend stairs in orderly 

manner. Once outside, move at least 50 feet from the building exit. Give 

physical assistance to firemen and other emergency personnel only when 

ask~d to do so. 

· If you see no evidence s of fire, follow your departmental preplanned 

procedure or stay put. Close all windows and doors. Wait for instruc

tions from your coordinator. 

· Use your eyes, nose, and ears to check your area for involvement. If 

you sense fire, leave the building unless this action would incur a greater 

risk. 

10-4 
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Your Fire Department requires your assistance because the fire alarm 

system tells the firemen only the general area monitored by one or more 

detection or reporting devices. He needs specific information from you 

, to pinpoint the fire location. The re sults of your departmental search pro

cedure should be made available immediately to the first fireman to arrive 

on the scene. 

The firemen will want quick acce s s to the area to discover the nature 

of the emergency. Their first responsibility is to save lives and second 

to protect property. Your preplanned response to the alarm can aid mea

surably in speedily restoring normal operations. 

The bells will be silenced as soon as the firemen can determine that 

the alarm is no longer needed. For a minor incident, the alarm period 

will last around three or four minutes- -the time required for the fire de

partment to respond from the fire house and to assess the situation. 

Lessons can be learned from each of these incidents. Your coopera

tion in answering questions of the firemen is important in: determining the 

exact situation surrounding an emergency. 

Our contract with the AEC require s detailed reporting for incidents in 

which injuries occur or property damage is more than $5 O. 

Fire Inspections 

In the course of tests and maintenance on fire aiarm, detection, and 

extinguishing systems, most of the Laboratory is surveyed by the Fire 

Safety Section for fire hazards, and recommendations are made for correc

tions. Employee training in the use of portable extinguishers includes 

tips for recognition of potential fire hazards. Fire' Safety will review 

potential fire hazards or participate in area inspections at supervisors t 

requests. 

Fire Suppression 

Fire detection systems (smoke or heat) and sprinkler systems provide 

automatic calls to our firemen. Sprinkler syste;ms add automatic and 

area-limited fire suppression. This means that smoke damage is reduced 

and water damage limited to the area under the sprinkler( s) set off by the 
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fire. Tests by the NFPA and the U. S. Navy indicate that water exposure 

from fire sprinklers is considerably less damaging than uncontrolled heat 

and smoke. Safety Services is prepared to dewater electronic equipment 

that has been exposed to a sprinkler or fog nozzle. 

According to an established plan, our firemen generally respond with 

a single fire truck to an alarm from any of the various building throughout 

the Laboratory. Buildings 6, 51, 71, and 88 have emergency coordinators 

trained by Fire Safety to assist in the special problems associated with 

accelerator buildings. 

10-6 
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INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 

Introduction 

The Industrial Safety section of the Safety Services Department is con

cerned with those physical conditions and employee actions which result, 

or could re sult, in physical injurie s. Such injurie s usually re sult from 

slips and falls or from striking or being struck by some object. In addi

tion, Industrial Safety is concerned with property damage accidents, vehicle 

accidents, and unusual or "near mis s" incidents. 

The basic responsibility for safe work areas and safe work practices 

rests with the individual supervisor and his employees. The Industrial 

Safety section provide s whatever additional support the supervisor and his 

employees may require. This sectiOn of the guide gives the supervisor 

information on the scope of Industrial Safety and the service s and assistance 

available. 

Personne1 and Services 

The Industrial Safety section consists of two Health and Safety Engineers 

and one Health and Safety Specialist located in Building 4, Room 210A. The 

service s of a consultant optometrist for special vision problems and for the 

fitting of safety glasses are available by appointment with the Industrial 

Safety section. 

Current and up-to-date codes and reference books are maintained, and 

educational materials, signs, and personal protective equipment items are 

available for issue or loan. 

Training 

Industrial Safety may, at a group's reque st, provide information for 

talks about mechanical or electrical safety or may pre sent the information 

themselves. Arrangements may be made to qualify personnel for certain 

safety skills and knowledge. For example, a manufacturer may be asked 

to qualify per sonnel for operation of powder -actuated tools. High pre ssure 

technology may be taught to selected personnel as it is presented by the 

Livermore Hazards Control Department. Publications may be distributed 
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for insertion in this guide to selected groups needing detailed information 

in specialized fields. 

Electrical and Mechanical Safety 

Organization 

Associated with the Physic s Research Operations groups for each of 

the accelerators are one or more safety coordinators. Research or sup

port departments may also have personnel knowledgeable in electrical and 

mechanical safety assigned to this responsibility. Assignments may be 

within the support department or to a re search group requiring this type 

of support. For example, the Bevatron (research) has on loan H. A. 

Wellemeyer, assigned to electrical safety surveillance, and the Electrical 

Engineering Department (support) has assigned E. C. Hartwig and R. J. 

Force to Bevatron equipment and system design and review. 

The Industrial Safety Section can provide solutions to electrical and 

mechanical safety problems, or refer them to the proper shop or engineer

ing department, depending upon the nature of the problem. Industrial 

Safety serve s also to review and monitor the efforts of other s in the field 

of electrical and mechanical safety, although these responsibilities are as-
, 

sumed also by the departments creating the problems and by departments 

providing related service s. 

Rule s and Regulations 

Operating, support, and research groups are responsible for generat

ing guides to safe electrical and mechanical practices and for insuring that 

their personnel understand and use these guides. Industrial Safety will 

review the se to determine their internal consistency within the Laboratory 

and ~ith established codes required by the terms of our contract. Guides 

generated in this manner may serve as models for other departments and 
I 

groups throughout the Laboratory. An example is the electrical safety 

section created for the Bevatron and 184-inch Cyclotron in UCRL-179 28. 
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Injury and Accident Reporting 

Personal Injurie s 

All work-incurred injuries rrlUst be reported to Medical Services and 

to the employee's supervisor (Supervisors' Manual, Section 9.0). Medical 

Service s reports such injurie s to Industrial Safety, and- -if Compensation 

may be involved--to Personnel Services. 

11. -3 

Industrial Safety reviews reported injurie s, classifie s them with re

spect to severity, and investigates those considered significant. For sta

tistical and review purposes, injuries are classified into three major clas

sifications: serious injuries, potentially serious injuries, and minor injuries. 

Serious injurie s 

Injurie s ·that require a doctor's attention include the following five in

jury types: 

(i) Disabling (or lost-time) injurie s, defin,ed by USASI Standard 216.1 

(1967) as those injuries which result in the inability of an employee to work 
I 

the following day at a regular job available to him. 

(ii) All nondisabling work-incurred eye injuries requiring treatment by a 

physician. (Wind-blown objects are not included. ) 

(iii) All nondisabling work-incurred fracture s. 

(iv) All nondisabling work-incurred lacerations requiring sutures. 

(v) All nondisabling work-incurred injurie s for which the attending 

physician· prescribes work restrictions or motion limitations. 

All serious injuries will be investigated by a representative of Industrial 

Safety, who will discuss the incident in detail with both the employee and 

his supervisor. If the injury is disabling, it will be neces sary for both the 

employee and the supervisor to complete a portion of AEC form 92. 

Certain statistics derived from the reports of serious injuries are 

used by Industrial Safety to measure the experience of the Laboratory and 

the effectiveness of the Safety Program. They involve 

Disabling Injury Frequency Rate, which reflects the number of disabling 

injurie s per million employee hour s; 

Severity Rate, which reflects the severity of disabling injuries and repre

sents the number of days lost from work per million employee hours; and 
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Serious Injury Index, which reflects the total number of serious injuries 

(including disabling injuries) per million employee hours. 

Potentially serious injurie s 

Many minor injuries occur under circumstances having a potential for 

a much more serious injury. Examples of such minor injuries are those 

resulting from the use of power tools, a fall on a stairway, a minor eye 

injury, or a second degree burn with the potential of infection. Any such 

potentially serious injury will be investigated by a representative of Indus

trial Safety, who will discuss it with the employee and his supervisor. 

Minor injurie s 

Those injuries requiring only simple first aid treatment are considered 

minor injuries. Industrial Safety review of these injuries normally consists 

of a telephone call to the employee or his supervisor to confirm the details 

of the injury. 

Property Damage Accidents 

Damage to property should be reported to Laboratory management, 

regardless of whether or not the incident resulted in a personal injury. 

(Property damage re sulting from vehicle accidents is treated on page 11-5. 

AEC regulations require the Laboratory to report property damage 

accidents by established categorie s, as follows: 

Class 

A 

B 

C 

C involving 

fire or 

explosion 

Property loss or damage 

$100,000 or more 

$5,000 to $100,000 

$ 5 00 to $ 5 , 000 

$50 to $5,000 

All accidents resulting in property damage exceeding $50 shall be re

ported to Industrial Safety, extension 5735, by the responsible supervisor 

as soon after the accident as is practical. Where possible, the accident 
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scene should not be disturbed. Industrial Safety as sists in the inve stigation, 

and provides direction concerning follow-up reports and documentation of 

accident details. InQ.ust,rial Safety also makes appropriate reports to the 

AEC. 

Certain incidents that do not re sult in injury or property damage have 

that potential, and information concerning such incidents may well avert a 

serious accident or injury. Incidents that, under other circumstanc-es, 

could have resulted in injury or property damage are reported to Industrial 

Safety by the responsible supervisor. 

Industrial Safety assists in the investigation and documentation of re

ported incidents. When information derived from such investigations may 

be useful to others, it is given general distribution upon approval of the 

Director's Office. Specific names of individuals or specific locations are 

not used in such reports for general distribution. 

Motor Vehicle Accidents: Laboratory-Owned Vehicles 

The requirements and procedures for reporting accidents to Laboratory

owned or -operated vehicles is detailed in Supervisor s I Manual, Section 9.00. 

Supervisors must be thoroughly familiar with the instructions contained in 

the Supervisors I Manual, and must ensure that employee drivers are aware 

of and conform to the following basic requirements: 

On-site accidents must be reported to the Laboratory Police immediately. 

All off - site accidents must be reported to the Laboratory Police as soon 

as is feasible. 

Off - site accidents involving death, injury, or striking a parked vehicle 

must be reported to the local police or to the California Highway Patrol 

immediately . 

. Motor Vehicle Accident Report RL 3617, available from the Motor Pool 

office if not in the vehicle, must be completed by the driver and returned 

to the Motor Pool office within one working day following the accident, re

gardless of the amount of damage incurred. 
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Motor Vehicle Accidents: Privately Owned Vehicles 

On-site accidents involving privately owned vehicles must be reported 

to the Laboratory Police in conformance with the California Vehicle Code. 

Summary copies of the Vehicle Code may be obtained from Industrial 

Safety. 
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INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY 

Introduction 

The potential occupational health hazards in the Laboratory's environ

ment that may adversely affect man's health are of prime concern to the 

Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section. The function of the Industrial 

Hygiene Section is to assist Laboratory employees in preventing occupational 

illness and disease. This work primarily involves: 

· recognition of environmental factors and stresses associated with work 

operations, and the understanding of their effects on man; 

· evaluation of the magnitude of these factors and stresses in terms of 

ability to impair man's health and well-being; and 

· recommendation of methods to control or reduce such factors and 

stres se s when nece ssary to alleviate their effects. 

In addition, the program includes education and training to develop an 

awarene ss by employees of the potential harmful effects of materials they 

may use or of physical aspects of their operation. 

Organization 

The staff .of the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section consists 6f 

two professional industrial hygienists and specially skilled health and safety 

te chnic ian( s). 

The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section is located on the base.,. 

ment floor of the Medical Services Building (Room 030, Bldg. 26). Lo

cated within this suite 'are office quarters, toxicology reference library, 

calibration laboratory, analytical laboratory, and respirator-fitting facility. 

The Section may be reached directly by phone on extension 5551 or through 

the Safety Services Department, extension 5255. 

Scope 

Specific areas of concern to the Industrial Hygiene Section are health

and safety-related: 

• Chemotoxicological problems and questions. 

Problems and questions pertaining to noise, lasers, illumination, ultra-
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violet and infrared radiation, abnormal environmental pressure, abnormal 

environmental temperature or humidity, rf radiation, and magnetic fields. 

Ventilation systems for controlling work environments. 

Air cleaning equipment and installations (excluding radiological installa

tions ) . 

• Air pollution problems and que stions. 

Air sampling systems for measuring toxic or combustible contaminants 

in the work environment. 

Bioassay analyses for che:mical toxicants. 

Precautionary labeling of hazardous materials. 

Equipment required for protection against inhalation, inge stion, or skin 

absorption of toxic materials. 

Food and water sanitation. 

Handling of unstable, highly reactive, or explosive chemical compounds. 

Research and development pertaining to the above items. 

Interaction With Other Groups 

Because of the multidisciplinary nature and interests of this section, 

. close communication and relationships must be maintained with several 

other groups at the Laboratory. 

Since preventive medicine is the theme of an occupational health pro

gram, the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section by necessity maintains 

close working relationships with the Medical Services Department. Cog

nizance and quantitative evaluation of harmful environmental factors pro

vide for more sensitive medical diagnoses and allow for the institution of 

precautionary measures before the onset of occupational illness. 

The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section also maintains close 

contact with the Plant Engineering Department. In this capacity it sets 

performance criteria and advises on the adequacy of new and existing 

engineered environmental control systems and equipment. In order to 

effect a high, uniform degree of safety, it works with the Engineering 

. Safety Committee and the Fire Safety Section to minimize the hazard poten

tials of experimental systems utilizing flammable gases and cryogenics. 

Safety Service Department monitors are often utilized as field contact 

personnel for the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section. With the 
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guidance of this Section they provide direct field service to correct prob

lems of an industrial hygiene nature. Monitoring personnel can be con

tacted at extensions 5641 and 5255. 

Equipment Available 

The following equipment contributes to the Section's capability to carry 

out its function of evaluating the work environment: 

Air-sampling pumps and collection devices. 

Analytic~l laboratory equipment. 

Various direct-reading instruments for air quality and contaminant 

evaluation. 

· Noise -analysis equipment. 

· Photometers for visible, ultraviolet, and laser light measurement. 

Bacterial water -analysis equipment. 

Ventilation te sting equipment. 

Respirator -fitting apparatus. 

The following equipment is available for loan to groups withi:q the 

Laboratory having a specific need: 

· Combustible -gas alarms. 

Carbon monoxide alarm. 

Fume hood alarm. 

Supplied-air breathing equipment. 

Please communicate with this Section if you have need for consultation 

on industrial hygiene problems or for instrumentation or equipment not 

mentioned above. 

Specific Programs 

Beryllium 

Special controls have been instituted for the handling of beryllium (Be), 

beryllium oxide (BeO), and other beryllium compounds, because of the 

respiratory hazard of inhaling the dust or fumes and because of the possible 

skin effects. 
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The inhalatien ef metallic Be er BeO in high cencentratiens fer brief 

perieds may result in acute berylliesis, an irritant effect preducing inflam

matien ef the lungs. Chrenic berylliesis, manifested by permanent lung 

damage and pessible systemic disease, may result frem repeated expe

sures to. quite lew cencentratiens. The symptemsef chrenic disease may 

appear premptly, o.r there may be a delay ef many menths er years be

tween the last expesure and the enset ef symptems. 

Accidental implantatien ef beryllium er its cempeunds beneath the skin 

may cause the weund net to. heal preperly. Healing dee s net eccur until the 

Be -centaining material is cempletely remeved. Skin centact withseluble 

Be salts may preduce dermatitis. 

Beryllium can be handled safely by adhering to. a few precautiens: 

1. Operatiens that may preduce dust er fumes ef Be er BeO sheuld 

be dene enly under special engineering centrels appreved by the Industrial 

Hygiene and Texicelegy Sectien. All surface precessing (machining, grind

ing, sawing, etc.) ef Be sheuld be dene in the Building, 77 Beryllium Shep. 

2. Be ryllium parts sheuld be transperted and stered in labeled cen

tainers. The standard warning label fer Be is shown: 

BERYLLIUM 
( Be ry Ilium Oxide s) 

DANGER: HIGHLY TOXIC 

De net breathe dust er fumes. 
De net centaminate epen weunds. (Repert to. 

Medical Services immediately. ) 
Stere in labeled centainers. 
Machining er surface precessing restricted to. 

appreved areas. 
Wash thereughly after handling. 

Industrial Hygiene & Texicolegy 
Safety Services Department 

3. It is particularly impertant that persens sustaining weunds invelving 

beryllium repert to. Medical Services fer preper treatment. 

4. Persens werking with beryllium sheuld wash their hands thereughly 

after handling it. 

The Industrial Hygiene and Texicelegy Sectien is advised by the Steres 

Department ef purchases ef beryllium and beryllium cempeunds. This 
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Section contacts the user to establish reasonable and safe handling practices. 

Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology conducts a continuous air -sampling 

program in areas where beryllium is processed. 

Respiratory Protection 

The respiratory protection program carried on by the Industrial Hygiene 

and Toxicology Section involves three basic functions: 

(i) Selection, fitting, and issue of personal half-mask respirators. 

(ii) Maintenance of emergency self-contained breathing apparatus. 

(iii) Supplying breathing equipment for special applications. 

Per sonal half -mask re spirator s 

Half-mask respirators are used to prevent excessive exposure to air

borne materials which would be harmful if inhaled- -where concentrations 

are not immediately hazardous to life and engineered control measure s are 

infeasible. In order to achieve the de sired protection, it is important that 

a respirator be properly selected and fitted to the individual. Therefore, 

this Section, rather than Store s Department, has as sumed the function of 

issuing respirators. The benefits of this program include the following: 

(i) The air -purifying cartridge s are properly selected to provide pro

tection from the particular material to which the respirator user is exposed. 

(ii) The user is supplied with the brand of respirator that gives a leak

tight fit and is most comfortable, and in which he can have confidence. 

(iii) This Section is informed of conditions that might be better controlled 

by engineered methods. 

(iv) This Section can gather data on the fitting characteristics of the dif

ferent respirators and thus select the brands to be stocked at LRL. 

Self -contained breathing apparatus 

Self-contained breathing units are located in several of the experimental 

areas at the Laboratory. These units are intended for use by key personnel 

(the experimenter, Safety Services monitors, etc.) in case of an emergency 

involving the escape of chemotoxic or radiotoxic materials. As with any 

emergency equipment, it is vital that they be maintained in a "ready" state 

at all times. This Section conducts the maintenance program for all self-
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contained breathing units except those used by the Fire Department. This 

Section constantly evaluates the needs of the Laboratory in regard to thIs 

equipment, and recommends changes when deemed necessary. 

Special applications 

Industrial Hygiene and ToxicolQgy maintains several types of supplied

air breathing equipment to loan out for short-term operations that may 

involve production of toxic concentrations of contaminants or an oxygen 

deficiency. In addition, when an operation calls for the purchase of special 

re spiratory protection, this Section evaluates the request .and recommends 

the appropriate protective equipment. 

Compressed Gases 

Arrangements have been made with Stores Department whereby all 

purchases of toxic or flammable compressed gases come to the attention 

of the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section. Upon receiving a requisi

tion, the purchasing agent initiate s a "Hazardous Gas Reque st Form, " 

supplying pertinent information to Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology. This 

Section then 

· Provides tl~e user with the basic handling precautions for the specific 

gas. 

· Reviews the planned method of using the gas and, if necessary, provides 

air-sampling services while the gas is being used. 

· In certain cases, delivers the gas in order to go over special handling 

precautions with the user. 

· Provide s or arranges for any specific s.af~ty equipment the user may 

require (such as protective breathing equipment, special ventilation equip

ment, or fire extinguishers). 

Combustible.-Gas Detection Systems 

The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section is responsible for con

ducting the Laboratory's program of provision, calibration, and mainte

nance of combustible -gas detector s. 

The responsibility for providing combustible -gas detectors involves: 

Liaison with the Engineering Safety Committee. 
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. Maintaining up-to-date informatibn on experience (at the Laboratory 

and elsewhere) in the use of and ,needs for combustible -gas detection sys

terns . 

. Evaluating the available detectors and their application to a specific 

installation. 

Drafting of spec ific ations for purchase s of gas detec tor s. 

Selecting, loaning, and setting up gas detectors for specific applications. 

Calibration and maintenance of gas detectors is done on a routine 

basis, normally every 6 months. However, certain conditions that call 

for immediate recalibration include 

electronic maintenance or repair of the gas -detector circuit, 

replacement of the gas -sensing element, 

change of service (e. g., change of the gas to be monitored), 

any unusual indications from the instrument- -smoke, heat, noise, 

excessive zero drift, etc. 

Plant Engineering Design Review 

The Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section works closely with the 

Plant Engineering Department. Joint projects include engineering additions 

or modifications for protection against health hazards that require indus

trial hygiene control. Designs reviewed by the Section are local exhaust 

and ventilation systems, noise controls, illumination, air-cleaning equip

ment for proces s ventilation systems, or modifications initiated upon rec-

0mmendation of the Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology Section. 

In addition, this Section reviews the industrial hygiene aspects of 

design criteria for new buildings. 
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MODIFICATION NO. 21 
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT TO 
CONTRACT NO. W -7405 -ENG-48 
Page 24 

ARTICLE XII - SAFETY, HEALTH AND FIRE PROTECTION 

The Univ'ersity shall take all reasenable precautiens in the perferm

ance ef the vferk under this centract to. pretect the health and safety ef 

empleyees and ef members ef the public and to. minimize danger frem 

all hazards to. life and preperty, and shall cemply with all pertinent 

health, safety, and fire pretectien regulatiens and requirements (includ

ing repq,rting requirements) ef the Cemmis sien cemmunicated to. the 
"'~ . 

University. In the event the University fails to cemply with said regula-

tiei;.s er requirements ef the Cemmissien, . the Centracting Officer may 

witheut prejudice to. any ether legaler centractual rights ef the Cemmis

sien, issue an order stepping all er any part ef the werk; thereafter a 

start erder fer ;"e;'sumptien ef werk may be issued at the discretien ef 

the Centracting Officer. 

April 26, 1967 
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COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

EMERGENCY COORDINATOR FUNCTIONS. 

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE TO ALARMS AND COOPERATION WITH EMERGENCY 
COORDINATORS AND FIRE DEPARTMENT. 

TABLE OF ESTIMAT~D WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

DECONTAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREAS AS A 
FUNCTION OF HAZARD AND COST. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAM~A RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCELERATpRS. 

FIRE INSPECTIONSiAND AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER DAMAGE CONTROL. 

INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-READING, LOST OR DAMAGED BADGE FILMS. 

DECONTAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREAS AS A 
FUNCTION OF HAZARD AND COST.' 

GLOVED BOX, JUNIOR CAVES AND HOT CELLS PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
DESIGN, AVAILABILITY AND CONSULTATION. 

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAFETY COMMITTEE. 

FIRE ALARMS, DETECTORS, AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS AND RESULTS. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS AND DISEASE PREVENTION. 

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID AND SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL. 

DOSE LIMITATIONS TO YOUNG PERSONS AND TEMPORARY VISITORS. 

TABLE OF NEUTRON, ENERGY VERSUS TlME-AVERAGE-FlUX FOR 
PERMISSIBLE WEEKLY DOSE. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND 'COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 
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TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL. ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAFETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIEO PERSONNEL. 

USE OF THE GUIDE IN REPORTING EMERGENCIES ANO ACCIDENTS AND 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AIO TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON-OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

EMERGENCY COORDINATOR FUNCTIONS. 

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE TO ALARMS AND COOPERATION WITH EMERGENCY 
COORDINATORS AND FIRE DEPARTMENT. 

EMPLOYEE TRAINING FOR FIRE AND FIRST AID EMERGENCY ACTION. 

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE TO ALARMS AND COOPERATION WITH EMERGENCY 
COORDINATORS AND FIRE DEPARTMENT. 

EMPLOYEE TRAINING FOR FIRE AND FIRST AIO EMERGENCY ACTION. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 

SUPERVISOR AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAOIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS. EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION. RULES/FOR SAFETY. AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

EMPLOYEES' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY. 

HAZARD-FREE ENVIRONMENT OBJECTIVE FOR EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC. 

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAfETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. 

TABLE OF NEUTRON ENERGY VERSUS TIME-AVERAGE-FLUX FOR 
PERMISSIBLE WEEKLY OOSE. 

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAFETY COMMITTEE. 

HAZARD-EQUIPMENT SAFETY REVIEW AND ENGINEERING SAFETY AND 
ADMINSTRATIVE COMMITTEES. 

LIASON ~lTH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEER lNG, ENGINEERiNG 
SAFETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

REVIEW OF VENTILATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS, NOISE 
CONTROLS AND ILLUMINATION WITH PLANT ENGINEERING.' 

WORK ENVIRONMENT EVALUATION BY INSTRUMENTS. 

USE OF GUIDE IN SPECIAL WORK SITUATIONS INCLUDING RADIATION 
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND STRESSES. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIODIC, TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS ANO RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

RULES FOR EXPOSURE CONTROL IN RESTRICTED (OR CONTROLLED), 
RADIATION, AND HIGH-RADIATION AREAS. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURES TO EXTERNAL RADIATION. 
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RADIATION SURVEYS FOR CONTROL OF PERSONNEL EXPOSURES FROM 
ACCElERATORS. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATEO WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO RADIOISOTOPES. 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER P~RMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY. SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

MEDICAL SERVICES FACILITIES, AND PERSONNEL. 

RADIOISOTOPE HAZARD CONTROL FUCTIONS AND FACILITIES. 

REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR FACILITIES USING RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE. 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-READING, LOST OR DAMAGED BADGE FILMS. 

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE TO ALARMS AND COOPERATION WITH EMERGENCY 
COORDINATORS AND FIRE DEPARTMENT. 

EMPLOYEE TRAINING FOR FIRE AND FIRST AID EMERGENCY ACTION. 

FIRErALARMS, DETECTORS. AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS AND RESULTS. 

FIRE INSPECTIONS AND AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER DAMAGE CONTROL. 

FIRE PREVENTION PREPLANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 
CHAPTER 0552. 

FIRE SAFETY SECTION RESPONSIBILITIES AND MANPOWER. 

lIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING. ENGINEERING 
SAFETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND FLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

RAD 101 SOTOPE HAZARD CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND FACILITIES. 

EMERGENCY COORDINATOR FUNCTIONS. 

INDUSTRIAL. HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY FUNCTIONS. 

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY SECTION FUNCTIONS. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCElERATORS. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 
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TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYSt TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAFETY COMMITTEE. 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND FLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

GLOVED BOX, JUNIOR CAVES· AND HOT CELLS PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
DESIGN, AVAILABILITY AND CONSULTATION. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS, VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

CARTRIDGE AND HALF-MASK RESPIRATORS. 

BERYLLIUM HAZARDS AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS~ 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND FLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

DECONTAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREAS AS A 
FUNCTION OF HAZARD AND COST. 

RADIOISOTOPE HAZARD CONTROL FUCTIONS AND FACILITIES. 

HAZARD-EQUIPMENT SAFETY REVIEW AND ENGINEERING SAFETY AND 
ADMINSTRATIVE COMMITTEES. ' 

HAZARD~FREE ENVIRONMENT OBJECTIVE FOR EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS. AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND. SKIN ABSORPTION. 

BERYLLIUM HAZARDS AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FO~ PERSONNEL MONITORING. 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING~ 

HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY GROUPS IN 
SAFETY SERVICES -- ONCE CALLED HEALTH CHEMISTRY 
AND RELATIONSHIP TO NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. 

HISTORY, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS, 
MEDICAL SERVICES, AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

MEDICAL SERVICES. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ROLE. 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES • 

. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIDDIC, TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR IMMUNIZATION AND QUARANTINE. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH BIOASSAY PROGRAM. 

USE OF THE GUIDE IN REPORTING EMERGENCIES AND ACCIDENT~ AND 
UND~RSTANDING HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILIT1ES. 

I MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCELERATORS. . 

RULES FOR EXPOSURE CONTROL IN RESTRICTED (OR CONTROLLEDI~ 
RADIATION, AND HIGH-RADIATION AREAS. 
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INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-READING. LOST OR DAMAGED BADGE FILMS. 

NOISE. ILLUMINATION. TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET. INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY FUNCTIONS. 

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS AND DISEASE PREVENTION. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON-OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

NOISE. ILLUMINATION. TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND ,HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET. INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

REVIEW OF VENTILATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS. NOISE 
CONTROLS AND ILLUMINATION WITH PLANT, ENGINEERING. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR IMMUNIZATION AND QUARANTINE. 

INJURY. UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIFICATION. AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM ' 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

MANAGEMENT OF RADIATION INCIDENTS AND CLASSIFICATION BY AEC 
MANUAL CHAPTER 0502. 

MEDICAL SERVICES RESPONSE TO RADIATION INCIDENTS. 

INDEX. 

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY FUNCTIONS. 

INDUSTRIAL ,SAFETY SECTION FUNCTIONS. 

MANPOWER AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL VISION CONSULTANT. 

NOISE. ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET, INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. ' 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS. AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION' 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING. BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION,INGE~TION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON-OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

'INJURY. UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCiDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIFICATION. AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS, EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION, RULES FOR SAFETY. AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. ' 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PORTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS, AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANAlYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT EVALUATION BY INSTRUMENTS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 
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OTHER TYPES OF IONIZING RADIATION FROM ACCELERATOR 
OPERA TI ONS. 

CALIBRATION AND ANALYTICAL LABORATORY. 

NOISE, ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY, 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET, INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAFETY COMMITTEE. 

LIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING. ENGINEERING 
SAFETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

TOXICOLOGY REFERENCE LIBRARY. 

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID AND SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL. 

INVESTIGATION Of HIGH-READING, LOST OR DAMAGED BADGE FILMS. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCELERATORS. 

COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAFETY COMMITTEE. 

MANAGEMENT OF RADIATION INCIDENTS AND CLASSIFICATION BY AEC 
MANUAL CHAPTER 0502. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION MEANS REDUCED MANPOWER AND MATERIAL 
WASTE. 

fIRE SAFETY SECTION RESPONSIBILITIES AND MANPOWER. 

MANPOWER AND SERVICES PROVIDED 'BY INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL VISION CONSULTANT. 

FIRE PREVENTION PREPLANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 
CHAPTER 0552. 

MANAGEMENT OF RADIATION INCIDENTS AND CLASSIFICATION BY AEC 
MANUAL CHAPTER 0502. 

TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO RAOIOISOTOPES, 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION MEANS REDUCED MANPOWER AND MATERIAL 
WASTE. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR FACILITIES USING RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS. 

INJURY, UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND 'VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIFICATION, AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAFETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIfIED PERSONNEL. 

HISTORY, OR~ANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS, 
MEDICAL SERVICES, AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

LIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING 
SAFETY CUMMITTEE, FIRE SAfETY. 

MEDICAL SERVICES FACILITIES, AND PERSONNEL. 

MEDICAL SERVICES RESPONSE TO RADIATION INCIDENTS. 

MEDICAL SERVICES, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ROLE. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS. EARLY SAFETY PLANNING. PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW~ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCelERATORS. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PORTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS, AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANALYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM ~ADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

TABLE OF NEUTRON ENERGY VERSUS TIME-AVERAGE-FLUX FOR 
PERMISSIBLE WEEKLY DOSE. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCelERATORS. 

NOISE, ,ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY, 
LASERS, ULTRAVIOLET, INfRARED AND RADIO-fREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

REVIEW OF VENTILATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS, NOISE 
CONTROLS AND ILLUMINATION WITH PLANT ENGINEERING. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON-OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY GROUPS IN 
SAFETY SERVICES -- ONCE CALLED HEALTH CHEMISTRY 
AND RELATIONSHIP TO NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. 

HAZARD-FREE ENVIRONMENT OBJECTIVE FOR EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID TREATMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON-OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

MEDICAL SERVICES, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ROLE. 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIODIC, TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS,. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR IMMUNIZATION AND QUARANTINE. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH BIOASSAY PROGRAM. 

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS AND DISEASE PREVENTION. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
ANO EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 
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COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE 
PROCUREMENT, STORAGE, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT, AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION Of RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY fROM WELL~SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURES TO EXTERNAL RADIATION. 

TABLE Of MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

TABLE Of PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO RADIOISOTOPES, 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY fOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY fOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
fILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAfETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAfETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

MEDICAL SERVICES fACILITIES, AND PERSONNEL. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH fILM BADGE. 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS ANO fISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

RADIATION SURVEYS fOR CONTROL Of PERSONNEL EXPOSURES fROM 
ACCElERATORS. 

TRAINING Of EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAfETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. 

DOSE LIMITATIONS TO YOUNG PERSONS ANO TEMPORARY VISITORS. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN fOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIODIC, TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM ANO 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAfETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

HISTORY, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS, 
MEDICAL SERVICES, AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

LIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING 
SAfETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

REVIEW Of VENTILATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS. NOISE 
CONTROLS AND ILLUMINATION WITH PLANT ENGINEERING. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH fILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PORTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS, AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANALYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 
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BERYLLIUM HAZARDS AND~ANDLING PRECAUTIONS. 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND FLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

PREPARATION OF RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIODIC, TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

FIRE PREVENTION PREPLANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 
CHAPTER 0552. 

NOISE, ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY, 
LASERS, ULTRAVIOLET, INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY, 
RADIATION. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION MEANS REDUCED MANPOWER AND MATERIAL 
WASTE. 

FIRE PREVENTION PREPLANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 
CHAPTER 0552. 

OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS AND DISEASE PREVENTION. 

COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE 
PROCUREMENT, STORAGE, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT, AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND FLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

INJURY, UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIFICATION, AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH BIOASSAY PROGRAM. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND S~IN ABSORPTION. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM. 

COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE 
PROCUREMENT, STORAGE, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT, AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

GLOVED BOX, JUNIOR CAVES AND HOT CELLS PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
DESIGN, AVAILABILITY AND CONSULTATION.' 

HAZARD-FREE ENVIRONMENT OBJECTIVE FOR EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC. 

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAFETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. 

DEFINITIONS OF ROENTGEN, RAD, QUALITY' FACTOR AND REM. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR IMMUNIZATION AND QUARANTINE. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

'DEFINITIONS OF ROENTGEN, RAD, QUALITY/FACTOR AND REM. 

EMPLOYEES' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 
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MANAGEMENT OF RADIATION INCIDENTS AND CLASSIFICATION BY AEC 
MANUAL CHAPTER 0502. 

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURES TO EXTERNAL RADIATION. 

MEDICAL SERVICES RESPONSE TO RADIATION INCIDENTS. 

NOISE. ILLUMINATION. TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET. INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

OTHER TYPES OF IONIZING RADIATION FROM ACCELERATOR 
OPERATIONS. 

RADIATION SURVEYS FOR CONTROL OF PoERSONNEL EXPOSURES FROM 
ACCElERA TORS. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 

REPORTS FOR UNUSUAL RADIATION SITUATIONS. 

RULES FOR EXPOSURE CONTROL IN RESTRICTED (OR CONTROLLED). 
RADIATION. AND HIGH-RADIATION AREAS. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS. VISITORS. AND GUESTS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS. EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION. RULES FOR SAFETY. AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS. TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

USE OF GUIDE IN SPECIAL WORK SITUATIONS INCLUDING RADIATION 
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL/FACTORS AND STRESSES. 

NOISE. ILLUMINATION. TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET, INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

DECONTAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREAS AS A 
FUNCTION OF HAZARD AND COST. 

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID AND SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL. 

REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR FACILITIES USING RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS. 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PORTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS, AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANALYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE 
PROCUREMENT. STORAGE. PACKAGING. TRANSPORT. AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

RADIOISOTOPE HAZARD CONTROL FUCTIONS AND FACILITIES. 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PORTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS. AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANALYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO RADIOISOTOPES, 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONN~L MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING. 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING. PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW. AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 
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PREPARATION OF RULES AND'REGULATIONS~ 

DEFINITIONS OF ROENTGEN. RAD. QUALITY FACfOR AND REM. 

INJURY. UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING A~D 
CLASSIFICATION. AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTI VENESS. 

USE OF THE GUIDE IN REPORTING EMERGENCIES AND ACCIDENTS AND 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

CARTRIDGE AND HALF-MASK RESPIRATORS. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM. 

FIRE SAFETY SECTION RESPONSIBILITIES AND MANPOWER. 

SUPERVISOR AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

USE OF THE GUIDE IN REPORTING EMERGENCIES AND ACCIDENTS AND 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

EMPLOYEES' RESPONSI81LITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY. 

HEALTH PHYSICS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW. AND EDUCATION AND fRAINING. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS,VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS. EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION, RULES 'FOR SAFETY. AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

RULES .FOR EXPOSURE CONTROL IN RESTRICTED (OR CONTROLLED). 
RADIATION. AND HIGH-RADIATION AREAS. 

DEFINITIONS OF ROENTGEN, RAD. QUALITY/FACTOR AND REM. 

PREPARATION OF RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

RULES fOR EXPOSURE CONTROL IN RESTRICTED (OR CONTROLLEDI, 
RADIATION. AND HIGH-RADIATION AREAS. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAfETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS, EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION. RULES. FOR SAFETY, AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

·COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION 
AND LIASON WITH ENGINEERING SAfETY COMMITTEE. 

CONTRACT SAFETY CLAUSE. 

EMPLOYEES' RESPONSIBILITY fOR .RADIATION SAFETY. 

FIRE SAFETY SECTION RESPONSIBILITIES AND MANPOWER. 

HAZARD-EQUIPMENT SAFETY REVIEW AND ENGINEERING SAFETY AND 
ADMINSTRATIVE COMMITTEES. 

HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

HISTORY Of OPERATIONS AND SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY GROUPS IN 
SAFETY SERVICES -- ONCE CALLED HEALTH CHEMISTRY 
AND RELATIONSHIP. TO NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. 

HISTORY, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS, 
MEDICAL SERVICES. AND SAfETY SERVICES. 
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INDUSTRIAL SAFETY SECTION FUNCTIONS. 

LIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING 
SAFETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

MANPOWER AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL VISION CONSULTANT. 

MEDICAL SERVICES, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ROLE. 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

SUPERVISOR AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS, VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS, EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION, RulES ~OR SAFETY, AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAFETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. 

USE Of GUIDE IN SPECIAL WORK SITUATIONS INCLUDING RADIATION 
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND STRESSES. 

USE OF THE GVIDE IN REPORTING EMERGENCIES AND ACCIDENTS AND 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

RADIOISOTOPE MONITORING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PDRTABLE AND 
FIXED INSTRUMENTS, AIR SAMPLERS, AND RADIOANALYTICAL 
METHODS TO DETERMINE THAT RADIOISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE WITHIN AEC LIMITS. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS • 

HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY GROUPS IN 
SAFETY SERVICES -- ONCE CALLED HEALTH CHEMISTRY 
ANO RELATIONSHIP TO NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY. 

HISTORY, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS, 
MEDICAL SERVICES, AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

LIASON WITH MEDICAL SERVICES, PLANT ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING 
SAfETY COMMITTEE, FIRE SAFETY. 

MANPOWER AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL VISION CONSULTANT. 

MEDICAL SERVICES FACILITIES, AND PERSONNEL. 

MEDICAL SERVICES RESPONSE TO RADIATION INCIDENTS. 

MEDICAL SERVICES, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ROLE. 

. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH IN 
COOPERATION WITH HEALTH PHYSICS AND SAFETY SERVICES. 

MONITORING AND SHIELDING OF GAMMA RAYS, FAST AND LOW-ENERGY 
NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRONS AND OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 
ACCELERATORS. 

REDUCED RADIATION BACKGROUND AROUND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE OVEREXPOSURE TO RADIATION THROUGH 
SHIELDING STUDIES WITH NEUTRON DETECTORS. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 
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RADIOACTIVE LIQUID AND SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

FIRE INSPECTIONS AND AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER DAMAGE CONTROL. 

COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE, 
PROCUREMENT, STORAGE, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT, AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

USE Of GUIDE IN SPECIAL WORK SITUATIONS INCLUDING RADIATION 
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND STRESSES. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIB1LITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS, VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

SUPERVISOR AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAfETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS, VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS, EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION, RULES fOR SAFETY, AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

fIRE ALARMS, DETECTORS, AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS AND RESULTS. 

RADIATION SURVEYS, FOR CONTROL OF PERSONNEL EXPOSURES FROM 
ACCELERATORS. 

SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR RADIATION SAFETY INCLUDING 
SURVEYS, EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTION, RULES FOR SAFETY, AND 
RADIATION LEVEL CONTROL. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

-TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO RADIOISOTOPES, 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

NOISE, ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY, 
LASERS, ULTRAVIOLET, INFRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOR PHYSICAL, PREPLACEMENT, 
PERIODIC, ,TERMINATION AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES FROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING tOSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

PERSONNEL NEUTRON AND BETA GAMMA MONITORING WITH FILM BADGE, 
POCKET IONIZATION CHAMBERS, THERMOLUMINESCENT 
DOSIMETERS AND FISSION-TRACK PLATES. 

TABLE OF NEUTRON ENERGY VERSUS TIME-AVERAGE-FLUX FOR 
PERMISSIBLE WEEKLY DOSE. 

HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC MATERIALS PRECAUTIONARY LABELING, 
SAMPLING, BIOASSAYS, AND ,EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTION 
AGAINST INHALATION, INGESTION AND SKIN ABSORPTION. 

PROCUREMENT AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR TOXIC AND fLAMMABLE 
GASES. 

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY fUNCTIONS. 

TOXICOLOGY REfERENCE LIBRARY. 

EMPLOYEE TRAINING FOR FIRE AND FIRST AID EMERGENCY ACTION. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS' RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING, 
FILM BADGE RECORDS, EARLY SAFETY PLANNING, PROGRAM 
SAFETY REVIEW, AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL OR SELECTED 
SAFETY SUBJECTS BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. 

COMMERCIAL OR ACCELERATOR BOMBARDMENT RADIOISOTOPE 
PROCUREMENT, STORAGE, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT. AND 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID TREATMENT Of OCCUPATIONAL AND 
NON~OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES. 

~OISE, ILLUMINATION, TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND HUMIDITY. 
LASERS. ULTRAVIOLET. INfRARED AND RADIO-FREQUENCY 
RADIATION. 

INJURY, UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIFICATION. AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

REPORTS FOR UNUSUAL RADIATION SITUATIONS. 

INJURY. UNUSUAL INCIDENTS AND VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORTING AND 
CLASSIfICATION, AND MEASUREMENT OF PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS. 

REVIEW OF VENTILATION AND AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS, NOISE 
. CONTROLS AND ILLUMINATION WITH PLANT ENGINEERING. 

MANPOWER AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL VISION CONSULTANt. 

DOSE LIMITATIONS TO YOUNG PERSONS AND TEMPORARY VISITORS. 

SUPERVISOR'S RADIATION SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUBCONTRACTORS, VISITORS, AND GUESTS. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION MEANS REDUCED MANPOWER AND MATERIAL 
WASTE. 

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID AND SOLIDS WASTE DISPOSAL. 

RULES FOR WEARING AND EXCHANGING BETA GAMMA AND NEUTRON 
MONITORING FILM BADGES. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEAItLY AND CAtEJIII:iAfI. QliARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY. SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

HEALTH PHYSICS ESTIMATION OF RADIATION SPECTRUM AND 
INTENSITY FROM WELL-SHIELDED PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES fROM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOS~RES. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY, SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 

DECONTAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREAS'AS ~ 

FUNCTtON OF HAZARD AND COST. 

USE OF GUIDE IN SPECIAL WORK SITUATIONS INCLUDING RADIATION 
SAfETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL fACTORS AND STRESSES. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT' ,EVALUATION BY INSTRUMENTS. 

TABLE OF ESTIMATED WHOLE-BODY RADIATION DOSES F~OM NATURAL 
SOURCES INCLUDING COSMIC RAYS, TERRESTIAL GAMMA RAYS 
AND COMMON X-RAY EXPOSURES. 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM YEARLY AND CALENDAR QUARTER PERMISSIBLE 
EXTERNAL WHOLE-BODY. SKIN AND EXTREMITY EXPOSURE AND 
CORRESPONDING WEEKLY AVERAGE. 
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6- 5 DOSE LIMITATIONS to YOUNG PERSONS AND TEMPORARY VISITORS. YOUNG 

9- 6 MANAGEMENT OF RADIATION INCIDENTS AND CLASSIFICATION BY AEC 0502 
MANUAL CHAPTER 0502. 

9- 6 TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO ~ADIOISOTOPES, 0524 
AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0524. 

10- 2 FIRE PREVENTION PREPlANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 0550 ., CHAPTER 0552 • 

10- 2 FIRE PREVENT10N PREPlANNING AND AEC APPENDIX 0550 AND MANUAL 0552 
CHAPTER 0552. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored ~ork. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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